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DRINK SALE—The Murray High School Marching Tiger Band truck load d
rink sale began Thursday at Jim Adams ICA
Northside and Southside. The sale will continue today and Saturday. Proceeds w
ill go to help send the band to the
Orange Bowl parade and other functions. The band boosters are selling a case 
of 24 cans for $3.99. The sale is sponsored
by the Murray High Band Boosters Club, Jim Adams IGA, Beatrice Foods, inc., and the International 
Canning Co. At left is
Gene Parker, Band Booster member.
Consumer Price Increase In
July Smallest In Seven Months
WASHINGTON (AP) — Consumer
prices rose in July by the smallest
amount in seven months as lower
grocery prices began showing up at
supermarket shelves, the government
said today.
The July increase of four-tenths of 1
per cent in the Consumer Price Index
was the lowest since a similar rise in
December of 1976, the Labor(4.
Department said.
Over-all food prices, including
restaurant and store prices, rose one-
tenth of 1 per cent in July on a
seasonally adjusted basis. That was
much smaller than the rises of seven-
tenths in May and eight-tenths in June.
But for food brought in grocery
stores, there was a decline in prices of
one-tenth of a per cent, the first since
November, the report said.
Meanwhile, the Commerce
Department reported the nation's
Gross National Product increased at an
annual rate of 6.1 per cent in the second
quarter, slightly less than the 6.4 per
cent estimate it made a month ago. The
inside today 
GNP, a measure of the nation's output,
is an important sign of the health of the
economy.
A variety of factors, including
adjustment for inflation, were listed as
reasons for the GNP decline. The report
did little to dampen the Carter
administration expectations of a still-
healthy growth rate of 5 per cent in the
second half of the year.
The Commerce Department also said
corporate profits increased $14.3 billion
in the second quarter, the largest
increase in two years, another sign of
continued expansion.
Despite the improvement in the
inflation outlook of the Consumer Price
Index, workers spendable earnings
were reported down slightly in July.
The average worker's purchasing
power declined one-tenth of 1 per cent,
mainly because of the decline in the
average number of hours worked, the
Labor Department said.
The consumer price report showed
that other commodities, such as
household goods and autos also rose
One Section— 16 Pages
The local community is continuing the positive growth
experienced in the past few years. We speak on local
progress in an editorial on today's Opinion Page, page 4.
Local football enthusiasts will have an opportunity
tonight to get their first look this season at the Murray
High Tigers as they take on Lone Oak in the six-team West
Kentucky Football Jamboree at Roy Stewart Stadium.
For details on the jamboree, see the stories in today's
Sport's Section, pages 6 and 7.
Loyal fans of Elvis Presley, who died Tuesday at the
age of 42, slept on the streets of Memphis last night in
hopes of being one of the lucky people who would. be given
a flower from one of the many funeral wreaths sent to his
funeral yesterday. Story on page 8.
partly sunny
Partly sunny and mild today.
Highs in the mid to upper 70s.
Cloudy and mild tonight with
lows in the low to mid 60s. A slight
chance of rain Saturday.
Otherwise, cloudy With highs
from 75 to 80. Precipitation
chances 20 per cent Saturday.
today's index




Deaths & Funerals 16
Horoscope 11
Let's Stay Well ..
Local Scene 3,3
Opinion Page 4
Plans Call For Pharmacy
In New Office Building
There will be a pharmacy in the new
medical arts building now under
construction at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
It is uncertain, however, how the
pharmacy will be operated, or who will
operate it.
The Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Board of Commissioners,
meeting in regular session last night,
approved in principle a pharmacy in
the building. The motion, approved 8-1
last night, stipulated only that the plan
used in operating the pharmacy is the
one that will derive the greatest
possible profit to the building.
The possibility of the hospital itself
operating the pharmacy was discussed
by the board, an idea that drew mixed
response from board members.
Mrs. Martha Broach, who cast the
lone nay vote on the motion, said she
could not support a motion that leaves
open the possibility of the hospital
running a pharmacy. "I don't think we
should be in competition with our local
pharmacists," she said.
Board member Jim Garrison, who
made the motion to include the
pharmacy in the building, said "I think
we need a pharmacy, to help support
the building. I'm not real upset about
how it's going to be run. I want it run in
a way that will derive the greatest
possible income for the building. I don't
care if the hospital runs it or who runs it
as long as services are given and prices
are legitimate."
Since the hospital is a non-profit
organization, any profits derived from
the new medical arts building must be
kept in that building, to lower rent, pay
off bonds, or provide services.
There is some question as to whether
the hospital can legally operate a
pharmacy in the building, and retain its
Internal Revenue Service tax-exempt
status. That question must be resolved
before a final decision is blade on who
will operate the pharmacy.
If the hospital does not operate the
pharmacy itself, the right to operate
the facility would probably be put out
on a bid basis. One possibility
mentioned last night would be to charge
a flat rate of $7.50 per square foot of
floor space, plus a percentage of gross
receipts. The bid factor would be in
which bidder offered the highest
percentage of gross receipts.
Mayor John Scott, who is chairman of
the hospital board, appointed the
executive committee to investigate the
possibility of the hospital running the
pharmacy, the legal problems of such a
move, and all angles regarding the
pharmacy operation.
That committee wW report back to
the board at the next meeting, and a
decision is expected to be made soon.
The hospital has also received
inquiries from a hospital supply dealer
seeking space in the building.
Harold Hurt; who reported on the
commercial space on behalf of the
executive committee, said it is "My
feeling, in light of the payments we're
going to have to meet over the next five
years, that we should consider
commercial space on the first floor."
Garrison, in agreeing with Hurt, said
that from the beginning, the pharmacy
in the present hospital "has been a real
fine income source for the hospital,"
adding that the pharmacy "has kept us
out of the red in some years," when
profits were low.
In other discussion at the board
meeting last night, the possibility of
purchasing .95 acres of land on the
southeast boundary of the hospital
property, from the Robert 0. Miller
family, was discussed.
The property is needed by the
hospital to provide additional parking,
especially for the medical arts building.
A motion was passed by the board to
attempt to purchase the property. Part
of the motion included allowing the
Miller's to select two independent
appraisers to place a value on the
property for purposes of establishing
the amount to be paid for the land.
In a related matter, a motion was
passed to undertake a project to place
an underground culvert in the property
to be purchased from the Miller's
subject to the board's obtaining the
property.
The culvert would be necessary to
provide an outlet for a creek that runs
through the property in question, from
Ninth to Eight Streets. The cost would
be approximately $150,000 to install the
culvert, including excavation and
blacktopping for parking spaces.
In a report on the building progress at
the hospital, Administrator Stuart
Poston told the board that the
construction on both the hospital
addition, and the medical arts building
is going well.
The hospital addition, already behind
schedule, is moving ahead better now,
with much progress shown in recent
weeks, according to Poston.
The contractor on the medical arts
building construction is at least on
schedule, and possibly ahead of
schedule, Poston said. Bids on steel for
the building and also elevator bids will
be opened next Thursday.
In presenting the financial report last
night, Poston told the board that
several records were set last month at
the hospital.
The number of patients was up by 93
over the same period last year. The
highest census of 152 was a new record,
as was the over 4,000 patient days. A
new daily average record of 131.4 per
day was set, and a record 271
operations were performed.
Poston also told the board that the
accounts receivable at the hospital may
go over $1 million for the first time next
month. He discounted any concern over
the large accounts receivable, saying
that it is due to late payments by
insurance companies, and should
present no problems.
The hospital board approved the
acquisition of several new pieces of
equipment at last night's meeting.
Two additional telemetry monitors
were approved, at a cost of $12,550.
These pieces of equipment allow
patients who must be monitored
continually, to be moved around and
not permanently attached to stationary
monitors. The machines are for use in
coronary and intensive care units at the
hospital.
A second piece of equipment, a highly
sophisticated blood chemistry
analyzer, was approved by the board on
a trial basis.
The hospital will rent the machine for
a trial period of six months to
determine if it will help the laboratory
work.
The machine can perform 30 tests in
15 minutes, and would greatly help
matters on weekends and holidays,
when many lab technicians are off.
Also, seven of the blood tests that the
machine will do are now being sent off _
to independent laboratories.
The Machine will cost $14,760 to rent
for six months, but the cost will be
offset by the improvements on service,
and will actually cost no more than the
hospital now pays for the same testa.
The unit sells for $64,000, but the board
would have to decide at the end of the
six month period whether to purchase
the machine, continue renting it, or do
without it.
Mayor Scott received approval at last
night's meeting to appoint a committee
to look into ways of honoring the
medical community as a whole locally.
Mayor Scott pointed out that there is
much history here in the medical
community, as well as nursing schools
and hospitals of the past. There are
several items of memorabilia
associated with the medical and
hospital communities of the past, which
could be preserved in some manner
that the committee finds appropriate.
Hubbard Predicts $2.65 Wage
In Address To Rotary Club
U. S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard told
members of the Murray Rotary Club
Thursday to "get ready for the $2.65
minimum wage" but predicted a close
vote on tying the minimum wage to the
cost of living index.
"It would be a mistake for the
minimum wage to automatically
increase," Hubbard said, adding that
he plans to vote against any such
indexing proposal tied to the wage bill.
Hubbard did say that he expected
labor union lobbyists to be "pushing
hard" for the automatic increase on
minimum wages and said that "it will
be a close vote."
Hubbard, a Rotarian himself, told the
Murray club at its luncheon meeting
that he did not anticipate repeal of the
14-b (right-to-work) legislation to come
up in the House during this session of
Congress.
"Jimmy Carter told George Meany
that he would sign such a bill if it got to
his desk," Hubbard said but added that
in his opinion, the likelihood of that
happening is remote at this time.
Responding to a question on a
national energy plan, Hubbard told the
Rotarians that the House had spent the
final five days before the August recess
passing energy legislation. Hubbard
said that even though he knows it may
not be politically favorable he leans
toward deregulation of natural gas.
"The companies must have a
Meet Tonight 
sources of natural gas." the
financial incentive to go after untapped
congressman said.
The Murray City Board of Education,
will meet in special session tonight at 
Hubbard also told the group that he
5:15 p. m., according to a statement 
did .not think an administration '2 I
today by Superintendent Robert G. 
health-care cost would come up during
supported proposal to put a cost cap on CONGRESSMAN GREETS ROTARIANS—U. S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard (left)
greeted members of the Murray Rotary Club and their guests following a
Jeff y.this session of Congress. _ 
. _
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one-10th of one per cent in July, but
these had not contributed to the recent
inflationary spiral as much as food.
The administration is counting on
slower increases in food prices to
reduce the inflation rate from 10 per
cent at the beginning of the year to 6 per
cent at the year's end.
If averaged out over the entire year,
the July increase would mean a 4.8 per
cent rate of inflation, a considerable
improvement over the first half.
Consumer " prices- had increased sot-
10ths of one per cent in each of the last
two months.
The slower rise in food prices was
expected by economists after farmers •
began receiving less for their crops
than in the past three months.
Food bought in grocery* stores
declined one-10th of one per cent, the
first drop sinte last November. The
main contributors were lower prices for
beef, poultry, pork, fresh fruits,
vegetables, sugar and ground coffee.
Food bought away from home, such
as in restaurants, rose four-lOths of one
per cent, less than half the average
monthly increase in the first six months
of the year. -
The biggest contributor to inflation
last month was in services, which rose
eight-lOths of one per cent, about the
same climb as for the past five months.
Mortgage interest costs and charges for
natural gas and electricty increased
sharply. Medical care services and
transportation services continued
rising.
The prices of gasoline and motor oil
dropped three-10ths of one per cent in
July, about the same as in June. the
department said. Prices rose two-lOths
of one per cent for new cars, three-10ths
for clothing and six-10ths for fuel oil and
coal.
The over-all Consumer Price Index
stood at 182.6, meaning that it cost
$182.60 to buy goods that $100 would
have purchased in 1967.
City Board To
careful before we pass something like
that.
The Congressman did add, however,
that he feels that persons in need of
medical care who could not afford such
care themselves should be provided for.
On a related matter, Hubbard agreed
that the financially shaky Social
Security system needs revision and
upgrading. In answer to a question
about the status of Social Security,
Hubbard said, "It's going downhill all
the time" but added that the
"administration has plans for putting
new money into Social Security." -`
The congressman chided the
Washington news media for what he
termed "zeroing in on public officials."
He said that 98 per cent of the people in
the House and Senate are people "you
can be proud of."
Hubbard, who earlier this week had
spoken out against the Panama Canal
treaty,, e,, a hearing' in Washington,
reiterated his opposition to the treaty
Thursday and said "I think it's
ridiculous that we would be scared" of
trouble in the Canal Zone if the treaty is
not ratified.
Hubbard pose4, the question that if
that reasoning is followed in this
instance, what would keep some
citizens of Mexico in the future from
threatening violence if the U. S. would
not deed over to ,them property in
southern California or southwest
Texas?
"I really don't think Congress will
pass it i the Panama Canal treaty),"
Hubbard said.
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'Iltioass. • CAT E NDAR
Friday, August 19
Twilight golf will be at
Murray Country Club at 5:45
p. in. with Bob Billington as
chairman.
Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include kiddie
walk for ages three to sift
years in front of hotel at
eleven a. in. with each to bring
sack lunch, treasure hunt at
hotel front porch at 1:30 p. m.,
obstacle walk at hotel front
lawn at 2t30 p. in., softball
game at campground bath
house at 3:30 p. m., tennis
lessons for beginners at hotel
courts at 4:30 p. m., and Blue
Grass Concert on hotel terrace
at eight p. in.
Land Between the Lakes
activities will include
discovery walk at nine p. m. at
Center Station with each to
bring a flash light.
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
will have its monthly campout
at Rushing Creek Cam-
pground in Land Between the
Lakes with Jack and Betty
Wagar as wagonmasters. A
potluck supper will be served
Saturday night.
Informal reception for Roy
A. Weatherly, new principal of
Murray High School, will be
from 2:30 to four p. in. at the
high school, sponsored by the
Murray High School Student
Council. The public is invited.
Saturday, August 20
Gospel singing, featuring
Century Singers, will be held
at the Dexter Baptist Church
at 7:30 p.m. ,
Slave day will be beld by the
Coldwater Charge Methodist
Youth Fellowship. Call 489-
2371 if in need of person to do
*ork during the day from
eight a.m. to three p.m.
Puryear Lions Club will
have its annual ice cream
social with entertainment to
be by the U. S. Navy Country
Western Band from seven to
ten p. m. Bring your lawn
chairs.
Country and Western Night
will be held at the Murray
Country Club starting at six p.
in. with music by Darrell
Gibson and Kentucky Jones. A
western barbecue dinner will
be served. Tickets are $5 per
person with reservation and 27
per person without reser-
vation. Dick and Kaye Cun-
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Fits Peeking Is Rear
Saturday, August 29
Granclmais Kitchen will be
at Empire Farm, Land
Between the Lakes begining at
ten a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Other
LBL events will be hour hike
for children 12 and under at
ten a.m. and slide program at
two p.m., both at Center
Station. Squirrel season
begins with a small game
permit required in LBL
Murray Shrine Club will
have a family style dinner at
the Triangle Inn at 6:30 p. m.
Kenlake State Park ac-
tivities will include bird walk
at lodge front at seven a. m.,
rock tumbling and polishing
chat in recreation room at
10:30 a. m., critter hunt at 1:30
p. m. and critter race at 3:30
p. m. at hotel front porch,
jewel beads in recreation
room at 2:30 p. m., junior
ranger at campground bath
house at 4:30 p. m., bingo at
campground amphitheater at
seven p. m., and square dance




continue from 12 noon to 4:30
p.m. at Empire Farm, Land
Between the Lakes. Other
LBL activities will include
slide program at two p.m. at
Center Station and visit to The
Homeplace at 2:30p.m.
Community Theatre
membership lawn party will
be held on the lawn of
Oakhurst at four p. m.
,
Workshop on new fall
haircut, Solar, will be spon-
&ore& by Murray Unit of
Hairdressers at the Holiday -
Inn at one p. m. Members will
be admitted free, but a charge
of $5, per person will be made
for non-member hairdressers
and students.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Atwood
Schrader of Sedalia Route One
will have a reception from
2:30 to 4:30 p. m. in
celebration of their golden
wedding anniversary at the
Bell City Baptist Church.
St. John's Baptist Church
annual Senior Citizens' Day
will be held.
Monday, August 22
Era Of Iron will be at Center
Furnace Trail parking lot,
-Land Between the Lakes, at
two p.m.
Mondsy, August 22
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the First Presbyterian
Church, :6th and Main
Streets, at 7:30 p.m.
Community Theatre
members will canvass the city
for memberships for five
dollars.
Senior Citizens will leave St.
John's Episcopal Church at
seven a.m. to go by bus to the
Kentucky State Fair.
Reservations for ladies day
luncheon at Murray Country
Club for Wednesday should be
made today with Mrs. Tam
Hopson.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Gladys Houston of
Murray has been dismissed









12:00 to 6:00 p.m.
Group or Private Lessons
-.^_r Dance Twirl *Flag & Hoop
*Solo Twirl *Show Routines
*Fancy Strut *Modeling
N.B.TA. Instructor, Contest Director &











































By Abigail Van Buren
1977 by The Chochgo Tnbune-N Y News Sync) Inc
DEAR ABBY: My husband had polio as a child. He's
been confined to a wheelchair for nearly 30 years, but can
do everything an able-bodied man can do—except walk.
Now for my pet -peeve:
When we are in a restaurant, a well-meaning but
thoughtless waitress invariably turns to me and asks,
"And what will HE have?"
This has happened to me so often that I now have a
standard reply: "He is perfectly capable of telling you.
Why don't you ask him?"
Abby, it is amazing the number of people who assume
that because someone is in a wheelchair, he is completely
helpless and unable to communicate.
Please print my letter, It might wake up some folks who
think a physically handicapped person can neither think
nor speak for himself. Thank you!
, FED UP
DEAR FED UP: Your message is an important one. And
while we're on the subject of showing consideration for the
physically handicapped, when you are speaking to
someone in a wheelchair for more than a minute, please
draw up a chair- And sit down so that you will both be on the
same eye level. Forcing him to look up at you gives him a
pain in the neck. Literally!
DEAR ABBY: I'm an orchestra director who frequently
gets requests to play a number in honor of a wedding
anniversary. I always get a laugh when on the occasion of
the first wedding anniversary I play, "Night and Day."
For the fifth anniversary, I play, "Saturday Night."
For the 10th anniversary, I play, "Once in a While."
For the 25th anniversary, I play, "sow and Then."
And for-the 50th anniversary, I play, "Thanks For the
Memories."
What do you suggest for anniversaries over 50:
OPEN TO SUGGESTIONS
DEAR OPEN: How about, "We Did It Before and We
Can Do It Again?"
DEAR ABBY: The letter from HAD, who ordered and
paid $5 for "grass" and in return received lawn clippings,
was hilarious.
It reminded me of anaher ad, years ago, to "Send $1 for
the secret of success." Those responding received a
fishhook with the advice, 'Catch suckers like we do."
CONVULSED
CONFIDENTIAL TO ALICE: Don't marry a drinking
man. A man who won't stay sober for his sweetheart would
never stay sober for his wife.
Everyone has a problem What's yours' For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
Picnic safety
When eating outside, remember: keep hot foods hot;
cold foods cold. Fried chicken, one popular picnic food,
should be chilled immediately after it leaves the frying
pan. It should be carried in an insulated container so it
remains cold until it is eaten, preferably below 40
degrees F. Hamburger and other meats, especially
ground meats, should be kept cold until they touch the
grill_ Serve other picnic foods you may be unsure of




Miss Jean Ann Prck
Mr. and Mrs. John Vick of Paducah annoimee the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Jean Ann, to Dennis W. Crawford, son of Mr. and Mrs. Iris
Crawford of Murray.
Miss Vick is a 1974 graduate of Lone Oak High School and is
employed with the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Mr. Crawford is a 1973 graduate of Calloway County High
School and is employed with the Kentucky State Police.
The double-ring ceremony will be solemnized in the garden
of Broadway United Methodist Church, Paducah, on Friday,
September 9, at seven p.m. The Rev. Hubert Sanderson, gran-
dfather of the bride-elect, will officiate.- •
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding
and the reception that will immediately follow in the bort
Fellowship Hall of the church.
WEEKEND DOUBLE FEATURES
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Q: Mr. H.S., who has
Impaired hearing, is con-
sidering the purchase of a
hearing aid. He has read in
recent months that the fed-
eral government has taken
action regarding the pur-
chase of such hearing
devices, and he asks for
some clarification.
A: The Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) has
recently issued regulations
(effective Aug. 15, 1977)
affecting the sale of hear-
ing aids. The intent is to
Improve the quality .of
health care and assure
more effective manage-
ment of cases of unpaired
hearing.
While it is recognized
that hearing devices are
not dangerous, their sale
and use should be limited
to those cases in which
they will benefit hearing.
A person who is a candi-
date for the use of a hear-
ing aid may now contact
his physician or be re-
ferred to him or her by a
hearing aid dispenser. The
physician is requested to
provide the prospective
user with a written state-
ment that the hearing loss
has been, medically evalu-
ated and that the person
may be considered a candi-
date for a hearing aid.
In certain cases, this
new regulation prohibits
dispensers from selling a
device directly to a patient
who has not previously
worn a hearing device.
Many more patients will
benefit from a hearing aid
to amplify sound than vinll
require any form of medi-
cal or surgical. treatment
of their ears. Therefore,
federal law allows in-
formed adults age 18 or
older to sign a waiver of
medical evaluation, but
the dispenser is prohibited
from encouraging the pro-
spective patient to sign
such a waiver. Children
are required to have a
medical evaluation.
To trjr- to protect the
puhlic, dispenseh are re-
quired to refer potential
purchasers to a physician
for an examination under
such conditions ILS the fol-
lowing:
— Any deformity to the
ear from birth or injury;
— If ear has shown any
drainage in the last 90
days;
— If the person has been
dizzy;
— If excessive.earwax or
a foreign body is in the
earh or injury;
— If ear has shown any
drainage in the last 90
days;
— A the person has been
dizzyq
— If excessived with
every hearing aid so that
the instrument may be
more completely under-
stood by the dispenser and
the user.
If you want more de-
tailed information, write to
the Food and Drug Admin-
istration, Bureau of Medi-
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Miss Marla Jane Haneline
Is Married To Mr. Smith
Miss Marla Jane Haneline
became the bride of Randy
Gerald Smith in a lovely
garden ceremony at the home
of the bride's -parents.. in an
early summer wedding
performed at six o'clock in the
evening.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Haneline,
and the groom is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Rex Smith, all of
Farmington.
The double ring ceremony
was performed by Bro. Jerry
Mayes before an arbor in-
tertwined with silver lace
vines and ivy. Flanking the
arbor were wicker baskets of
daisies, roses and mums. The
family pews were marked
with white satin bows.
A program of nupital mu-sic
was provided by Miss Sabrina
Wilferd, organist, cousin of
the bride, and Miss Donna
Jones, soloist, also cousin of
the bride. Her selection was
"We've Only Just Begun."
Bride's Dress
The bride was radiant in a
formal gown of white silk
organza over peau de soie
combined with Venice lace as
she entered the garden
escorted by her father. She
was given in marriage by her
parents.
Her gown featured a scoop
neckline, raised waistline and
short ripple sleeves all
outlined with embroidered
lace. The full skirt had a deep
ruffle at the hemline that
flowed into a chapel train.
Lace flowers were appliqued
on the front of the dress. Her
headdress was bordered with
embroidered lace.
The bride wore a diamond
pendant, a gift of the groom.
She carried a nosegay bouquet
of white daisies, pink rose
buds, and baby's breath with
pastel streamers tied -in love
knots.
Miss Jada Brittain served
as maid of honor. She was
attired in yellow knit overlaid
with flocked organza. Her
dress was fashioned with an
empire waist, scoop neck and
a deep ruffle at the hem.
Mrs. Max Workman, sister
of the bride, and Miss Donna
Burton were bridesmaids.
They wore gowns identical to
the maid of honor, Mrs. Work-
man chose mint green and
Miss Burton chose pale pink.
Each attendant carried one
white rose,
Miss Kelly Workman, niece
of the bride, was the flower
Mr. and Mrs. Randy Gerald Smith pose before cutting
the wedding cake at the garden reception following
their wedding on the lawn of the home of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Haneline.
girl. Her dress was identical to
the maid of honor. She carried
a white wicker basket filled
with rose petals.
Steve Smith served his
cousin as best man. Groom-
smen were Tom Montgomery
and Bob Hargrove.
Ushers were Dan Smith,
brother of the groom, and
Frank Haneline, brother of the
bride. Junior usher was Russ
Workman, nephew of the
bride.
The groom is the grandson
of Mr. and Mrs. Ira Smith and
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Smith all
of Farmington. -
Garden Reception
A garden reception given by
the bride's parents was held
immediately following the
ceremony.
Organ music was furnished
by Miss Selina Rodgers.
The bride's table was
covered with an antique linen
tablecloth. The round three
tier wedding cake was iced in
white with yellow daisies and
pink rose buds. Punch was
served as well as sandwiches,
mints and nuts.
Assisting at the reception
were Misses Stacey Andrus
and Jill Falwell, cousins of the
groom, and Misses Rita
Dowdy and Gail Faughn.
Miss Lesa Smith kept the
guest register and Miss Kelly
Workman distributed rice
bags.








Find out what the Weight Watchers Program is all
about without obligation. Everyone invited.
hone 9 Lake Barkley
wit k the • e wearing a
peaeh colored sundress and
jacket with a white corsage
and white accessories.
The couple is now residing
at their home on Mayfield
Route Seven.
Rehearsal Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Smith
hosted a dinner following the
rehearsal for the wedding
party and other guests at their
home.
Ladies Luncheon To
Be At Murray Club
The women of the Murray
Country Club • will hold its
regular ladies day luncheon on
Wednesday, August 24, at
twelve noon at the club with
Mrs. Tass Hopson as the
chairman of the hostesses.
Reservations should be
made by Monday by calling
Mrs. Hopson.
Other hostesses will be
Mesdames Thomas E. Brown,
A. W. Simmons, Jack White,
David Lusk, Z. C. Enix, John
Parker, C. W. Curris, Charles
Warner, Carl Oakley, A. H.
Titsworth, 'J. G. Wallis,
Charles A. Doxee, and Exie
Hill.
Golf and tennis will be




The Gilbertsville Chapter of
the Aglow Fellowship will
meet on Tuesday. August 23,
at KenBar Inn, at 10:30 a. m.
The speaker for the meeting
will be David Alsobrook, an
evangelist and teacher from
Haysville, Kansas. His wife.
Diane will also speak and give
her testimony.
The Aglow Fellowship is a
non-denominational group of
women who meet once a
month for fellowship and
worship. Everyone is welcome
to come.
For further information call






Spring & Summer Shoes Only
$200 $400
81
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(Mother Melissa), Rt. I
Calvert City, Baby Boy
Harrell (Mother Sheila), Bx.
174 vuryear, Tn., Baby Boy
Lossner (Mother Robin), 702
College Ct. Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Louise B. Walker, Ftt. 6
Bx. 205 Murray, Jimmy B.
Jones, Rt. 1 Benton, Mrs.
Emma James, Rt. 6 Bx. 316
Murray, Carl R. Robinson, Rt.
1 Puryear, Tn., Miss Rebecca
L. Humphreys, 1606 Her-
mitage Murray, Mrs. Clara
Hendon, Rt. 5 Murray, John A.
Magness, 1621 Sunset Murray,
Mrs. Nelda Wiggins, Rt. 2
Murray, Curtis C. Bouldin, Rt.
1 Bx. 243 Kirksey, Mrs. Violet
Crider, Rt. 1 Sedalia, Mrs.
Velma E. Birdsong (expired),
Bx. 137 Hardin, L. Van Clark






Glynn C. Cunningham, Rt. 5
Murray, Mrs. Katie M. Miller,
Rt. 1 Farmington, Van W.
Childress, Rt. 1 Hardin, Willie.
Cooksey, Rt. 1 New Concord,
Glenn Samples, Rt. 1
Woodlawn, Tn., Miss Caroline
Stewart, Rt. 2 Cadiz, Miss
Donna R. Taylor, Rt. 1 Paris,
Tn., Miss Barbara E. Tucker,
500 Olive Murray, Tom P.
Williams, Rt. 3 Russellville,
Timothy L. Tidwell, Rt. 7
Murray, Mrs. Linda T. Mit-
cheson, Rt. 3 Cadiz, Mack T.
Hosford, Gen. Gel. Puryear,
Tn., Mrs. Lottie R. Garner, 719
Riley Ct. Murray, Miss Lena
M. Taylor, 1102 S. 16 Murray,






Baby Boy Spann mother
Donna S.), Rt. 7, Murray,
Baby Boy Key (mother Joyce
K.), Rt. 1, Bit, 271, Murraf,
Baby Girl Carroll (moths?
Glenda K.), 1619 Catalink
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Helen Hounshell, Rt. 6,
Murray, Don Vaughn, P. O.
Bx. 95, Murray, Mrs. Sherry
L. Wilkins and Baby Girl, Rt.
4, Benton, Mrs. Judith A.
Shepherd and Baby Girl, Rt. 9,
Benton, Mrs. Frances L.
Robertson and Baby Boy, Rt.
3, Bx. 253'ex, Murray, Mrs.
Debbie K. Harrell and Baby
Girl, 92 Riviera Cts., Murray,
Mrs. Terrie L. Burkeen and
Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Master Donald F. Brantley,
CRB 290, New Concord, Mrs.
Myrtle L. Bryan, 808 Vine,
Murray, Cecil Busby, 225
Warren, Paris, Tn., Ms.
Vanessa A. Carter, 333 W.
Farthing, Mayfield, Steve 0.
Chadwick, CR 5, New Con-
cord, Mrs. Audrey B. Cook.
Rt. 6 Bx. 170, Murray, N1rs.
Hazel K. Fennell, 305 N. 5th,
Murray, Plomer Futrell. 405
S. 9th, Murray, Frank W.
Ganger, Jr., 316 S. 13th,
Murray, Mrs. Brenda G.
Baker, Rt. 1, Farmington,
Mrs. Mary E. Jones, Rt. 4 Bx.
128, Murray, Radford Hester,
Grogan's Trailer Ct., Murray,
Ms. Gloria J. Morgan, Rt. 2
Covey Dr., Bx. 236, Murray,
Larry L. Richards, Rt 1,
Matthews, Mo., Miss Kim-
berly. A. Readell, 803 Vine,
Murr4, Mrs. Olive V. Steele,
Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs. Wanda F.
Stewart, Rt. 1, Wingo, Mrs.
Barbara G. Tift, 1508 Johnson
Blvd., Murray, Mrs. Gini 1..
Thompson, Rt. 5, Paris, Tn.,
Mrs. Obera Colson, Rt. 1,
Almo, Mr. Hugh Farris. 804
Story, Murray, Mrs. Zela C.
Hurt, 401 N. 10th St., Murray,
Mrs. Frances M. Kirkland,
Bx. 53, Hazel, Joseph W. tape,
509 N. Brewer, Paris. To..
Mrs. Audrey L. Moore, Rt. 4,
Murray, Mrs. Altie A. Sams,
709 Vine Fulton, Mrs. Myrtis
Stubblefield, Rt. 5, Murray,
Mrs. Lola M. Williams ex-
pired), 815 S. 4th, Murray
LaLeche League It ill
Meet Here Tuesdu,
The LaLeche League ikjl
meet Tuesday, August -23. at
7:30 p. m. at Gleason Hall. St.
Leo's Catholic Church, North
Twelfth and Payne Streets.
Murray.
"Baby Arrives - The
Family and the Breast Fed
Baby" will be the subject of




Sykes and Key Families Visit
Relatives In Roseville, Mich.
By Mrs. R. D. Key Mr. and Mrs. Charles
August 15, 1977 Paschall visited Mr. and Mrs.
The Rev. and Mrs. Warren
Sykes and son, Mitch, and Mr. 
Mike Pistilli in New Jersey 
and
and Mrs. R. D. Key visited last 
Charles' sister,
Marguerette, in Detroit,
the Rev. and Mrs. Jerry Lee Mich., where they attended-3
In Russellville, Mich. We had her daughter's wedding
an enjoyable time espcially Friday night.
with our grandbaby, Tabitha Mrs. Joan Pulse helped
Lee. While there Mr. and Mrs. prepare apples for Mrs. R. D.
Berthal Grooms and Kim Key Tuesday morning.
visited with us on Monday Mrs. Beaulah Lamb visited
night. 
Mitch Sykes visited Kim
Grooms Monday afternoon,
and they had a great time
playing ball and riding the
skate board with other
friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Hopkins
and son, Mike, spent the
weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
Taylor Owen and visited
Rufus Hopkins in the Jackson
hospital. •
Mrs. Jesse Hopkins and son,
Mike, are staying for two
weeks with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Taylor Owen.
Mr. and Mrs. Qdelle
Hopkins and children spent
last week with Mr. and Mrs.
Rufus Hopkins and Mrs. Ovie
Wilson.
Mrs. Milford Orr returned
Saturday from the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital
after having surgery. Her
mother, Mrs. Bertie Jenkins,
is staying with her. Mrs.
Jessie Paschall and Mrs.
Glynn Orr visited with them
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bardon
Nance, Miss Niva Rogers,
Ancil Wicker, and Scott
Whozlow attended the Nance
reunion in Murray last Sun-
day.
The Rev. James Phelps will
be in a revival in Florida
Thursday through Sunday.
The Rev. Smith, our
missionary, will fill the pulpit
at North Fork Baptist Church
Sunday. R. D. Key will be in
charge of prayer meeting
Wednesday night.
Mrs. Jessie Paschall, Mrs.
Douglas Vandyke, Mrs. Larue
Orr, and Mrs. Bertie Jenkins
prepared beans for Mrs.
Milford Orr on Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. R. D. Key
were at Rhea Clinic, Paris,
Tn., Tuesday to see their
doctor. R. D. gon good report
but Mrs. Key had to haye




Mrs. Warren Sykes preparing
apples and grapes. A helping
hand is worth a lot when you
can't do for yourself.
Fred Orr also was in to see
Dr. Neumanrfon Tuesday and
got a good report.
Mrs. Jessie Paschall visited
Mrs. Fred Gallimore on
Tuesday.
Larue Orr and Mrs.
Paschall spent the day
isted R. D. Key and
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sykes this
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Smith
and baby of Louisville visited
week.
R. 
Mrs. Jerry Holley last
D. Key and Mrs. Warren
Sykes visited Mrs. Milford Orr
Thursday morning. Howard
Morris and Mrs. Jessie
Paschall visited Mrs. Orr
Thursday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Paschall
of Detroit, Mich., attended
services at the Antioch Baptist
Church in Roseville, Mich.,
Sunday where the Rev. Jerry
Lee is pastor. They appreciate
visitors coming to their
church from Kentucky and
Tennessee as it makes them
feel at home.
Mrs. Larue Orr spent
Friday with Mrs. Jessie
Paschall helping her freeze
peas.
Mrs. Mike Jenkins and
children, Kit and Jill, of Iowa
are visiting this week with Mr.
and Mrs. Morris Jenkins.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Markuz of Detroit, Mich.,
spent last week here visiting
relatives. They visited Mr.
and Mrs. Milford Orr Friday
and spent Friday night with
Herbert Orr.
Mrs. Grace McGee visited
Mrs. Glynn Orr Saturday
afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Hopkins
and son, Mike, Mr. and Mrs.
Max Dale, and Mr. and Mrs.
Rex Owen and children,
Anissa and Lori, were dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Taylor
Owen on Sunday.
Mrs. Jessie Paschall visited
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris
on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Cooper Jones,
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Orr, Mr.
and Mrs. Vester Paschall, Mr.
and Mrs. Fuel B. Morton, Mr.
and Mrs. Vergil Paschall, and
Mrs. Jessie Paschall visited
Mr. and Mrs. Milford Orr
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris
visited Mrs., Nina Holley and
Mr. and Mrs. Morris Jenkins
on‘Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Gallimore, Michelle Morris,
and Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon
Morris vacationed in Florida
last week.
The Rev. and Mrs: Terry
Sills and Mrs. Mark Paschall
visited Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Mrs. Elizabeth Jones Leads
Program At Coldwater Meet
The Coldwater United
Methodist Church Women met
Monday. August 8, at 7:30 p.
m. at the church with Mrs.
Elizabeth Jones in charge of
the program.
Mrs. Evelyn Kinsey read
the scripture from I Corin-
thian§ 15:12-22 with Prayer by
Mrs. Lucille Potts.
Topics discussed were as
follows: "He is Risen" by
Mrs. Lorene Wilson; "He
Lives" by Mrs. Linda Wilson:
"Mountain Top Experience"
by Mrs. Jane Lamb; "Put
Your Life In God's Hands" by
Mrs. Nancy Haneline: "All
Worthwhile" by Mrs. Alma
Cooper; "Jesus Promises The
Holy Spirit" by Mrs. Patsy
Locke.
The closing prayer was by
Mrs. June Glass.
Also present were Mrs.
Diane Tipton, Miss Marla
Avoid tension
The skin reflects your
emotional state. Think of
how good your skin looks
when you come home from
vacation! Frowning and
other _ facial expressions
that reflect tension, can
cause permanent lines in
the face Tension can also
cause skin eruptions.
Save potatoes
Don't wash potatoes before
you store them. Set aside any
that are bruised or cracked
and use them first. Store rota-
-1Peerjo- •R lefT
• s . .
Tipton, and Miss Rachel
Glass.
Refreshments of cake and




Here is a poem that has a
special meaning:
LITI'LE THINGS
Did I forget to thank thee Lord
For things that may seem
small
A flower by the wayside,
A wild bird's lonely call;
For all the daily happenings
That we call common place; •
For autumn and for sunsets,
And a neighbor's smiling
face?
For life is made of little
things,
So let me not forget
To count my smallest
blessing.
And before the sun is set,
To thank thee, Lord, for
everyone
That adds a note of cheer,




Play Here Monday-. ••
Pairings for the Beginnir
Group of the Women's Tennis
of the Murray Country Club
for play on Monday, August
22, at nine a.m. have been
released as follows:
Court No. One - Jan Wilson
vs. Kathy Mattis.
Court No. Two - Pat Bin.-
ford Jane Hall -.s. CarolH
and Betty
Buckingham. 
Court No. Three - Frances





The Lake Area Singles
Group will meet Tuesday,
August 23, at seven p. m. at
the Bank of Benton Meeting
Room.
Anyone divorced, widowed,'
or never married is welcome.:
to attend.




Luncheon And Table Games
Held By The Murray Group
Thirty-five persons enjoyed
the activities and luncheon
held by the Senior Citizens on
Thursday, July 21, at the Ellis
Community Center.
Hazel Locke red the devotion
and. Thyra Crawford directed
the singing. Al noon a "fresh
from the garden" luncheon
was served.
Table games and bingo were
enjoyed in the afternoon by
the following persons:
Madie Vaughn, W. 0.
Vaughn, Lillie Miller, Meda
Jackson, Nellie Bell, Minnie
Belle Shrader, Hilda Maupin,
Erma Lovett, Hazel Locke,
Treva Washer: Wallace
Dowdy, Johnny Futrell, Thyra
Crawford, Hazel Ahart, Alma
Cooper, Edna McReynolds,
Lovola Page, Claude Page,




Robinson, Lela Culp, Mary
Watkins, Ellie Jones, Novie
Hale, I.urene Pace, Wilson
Pace, Evylen York, and
Evylen Henderson
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers wipe horn mg
rocolood Asir besio4olrer•I
copy of The Norm Lodger &
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Monday - Aug. 22, 1977
1:30- 5:30 p.m.
Classes in Tap - Ballet - Acrdbatics
Jazz & Baton
Boys & Girls ages 4 and up
Ladies Exercise Classes
Pre-Teen & Teenage Acrobatic and Jazz
Ages 11-16
Studio Located at
732 Fairlane 8, So. 9th
Telephone 753-4647
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An article in this newspaper
earlier this week has again
reinforced our belief tbat the
Murray-Calloway County
community .is the most
progressive and fa,stest
growing community of its size
anywhere around.
The article revealed that the
Murray office of South Central
Bell is now assigning phone
numbers in a new exchange
which has been added to the
Murray system.
The new exchange, which will
be designated by the "759"
prefix, was added, according to
local phone company officials,
because the familiar "753"
exchange is, in effect, full.
Wafford Saute!, local Bell
manager, who was interviewed
in the story, said the major
reason for the addition of the
new exchange was the con-
tinued positive growth of the
community.
We agree with Sautel.
In recent years, Murray has
become the front-runner in the
Jackson Purchase as far as
communities are concerned.
The local economy has
proven itself to be strong
enough and diversified enough
to withstand an 18-month strike
at a local industry and a bitter
winter coupled with a critical
natural gas shortage within the
past two years.
To quote Oliver Wendell
Holmes:
"I find the great thing in tills
world is not so much where we
stand, as in what direction we
are moving."
There is no doubt in our mind
that Murray and Calloway
County is moving in a positive
direction. The economics of our
growth continues to prove we
are becoming a trade center for




Our community lost one of its
staunchest supporters a few
days ago when A. W. (Boody)
Russell died at the age of 68.
Russell, a retired Murray
merchant, served for 30 years
as a deacon at the First Baptist
Church and served his church
in several other capacities. He
was a member of the Murray
Masonic Lodge for 40 years and
was a Past Master of the local
lodge.
In addition, Mr. Russell was
an ardent supporter of Murray-
State University and held
membership in the Century
Club and the Thorobred Club.
His service to the people of
the community also included
terms on the Murray City
Council, the Murray Electric
System board, the Murray
Planning Commission and the
Industrial Foundation of the
Chamber of Commerce.
We extend our sympathy to
his wife, Mildred, daughters
Ann and Mary, and' the rest of
his family and join in their




By Jim Glass, Pastor
Coldwater Charge United
a Methodist Churches
I am thankful for another opportunity
to share with God's children about
Jesus Christ, our Savior. My desire in
writing this brief statement is that it
would challenge its readers and glorify
God. And, the challenge is this — to
strive toward perfection in Christ, or as
John Wessley put it, sanctification.
Your first response to this might be
that no one is perfect. Well, this may or
may not be so. I certainly am not. But
we can strive toward this perfection,
and we must not settle for anything
less. We must humble ourselves before
God, and not just sax, but pray,
"Deliver us from evil." And, if we pray
this as Christ prayed it, and we are
truly delivered/from evil, then there
can be no more sin or evil remaining,
and we will therefore become perfect or
sanctified.
There is further evidence that we can
be made perfect in Christ found in John
19:20-23 ( Revised Standard Verson).
Christ, praying to His' Father in heaven,
prayed, "I do not pray for these only,
but for those who believe in' me through
their word, that every man all be one;
even as thou, Father art in me, and I in
thee, that they also may be in us, so that
the world may believe that thou has
sent me. The glory which Thou has
given me, I have given to them, that
they may be one, even as we are one. I
in them and Thou in me, that they may
become perfectly one, so that thou has
sent me and hast loved me."
As I said before, some of may feel
that we are not perfect in Christ, but
what seems to me to be worse than our
continual striving and sometimes
failing to attain Christ's perfection is
the fact that some of us tend to become
satisfied in knowing that we have fallen
short and say to ourselves that this is
alright in the eyes of God.
So, my prayer for us is not that we
claim perfection in Christ, but that we
do constantly strive toward it.
Yes, I believe that God sent His Son,
not because we were perfect, but so that
we might become perfect through Jesus
Christ, our Lord and Savior. I believe
that this is possible if we discipline
ourselves to keep all His
Commandments, love God with all our
hearts, souls, and strength, employ all
the talents He has given us according,
--•••••mops.--"
things so as to add to the Glory of God.
In closing I will say that I realize that
Christians are not perfect as Jesus
Christ was perfect and that Salvation
comes by the Grace of God. His Grace
is sufficient, and if we will confess our
sins, God will mercifully forgive us,
cleanse us, and rid us of all
unrighteousness. Once we have
accepted this forgiveness and cleansing
of our sins by God, through Jesus
Christ, then we are to do as Christ told
the adulteress, "Go and sin no more."
We must constantly strive toward
perfection in Christ as Christ
commanded in Matthew 5:48, "Be ye
perfect as your Father who is in heaven
is Perfect."
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, Aug.19, the 231st day
of 1977. There are 134 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1934, the Germans
voted for Adolf Hitler as the successor
to President Paul von Hindenberg.
On this date:
In 1692, five women and a clergyman
were executed in Salem, Mass., after
being accused of witchcraft.
In 1812, the U.S. frigate Constitution
— known as "Old Ironsides" —
defeated a British frigate in a battle in
the North Atlantic.
In 1940, in World War II, Italian
forces conquered British Somaliland in
Africa.
In 1955, the worst flood in the history
of the northeastern United States' took
200 lives in Connecticut and nine other
states.
In 1966, more than 500 people
perished in an earthquake in eastern
Turkey.
In 1974, U.S. Ambassador Rodger
Davies was shot and killed in the
American embassy in Nicosia, Cyprus
during an anti-American
demonstration by Greek Cypriots.
Ten years ago: Black militant H. Rap
Brown was ordered held on $25,000 bail
after being arrested for his alleged role
in rioting in Cambridge, Md.
Five years ago: A Republican
National convention opened in Miami
Beach, with the nomination of
President Richard Nixon for reelection
"Care for any tips? I used to caddy for Henry"
Looking Back
10 Years Ago
Construction of flood control projects
in the East Fork Clarks River
Watershed has reached an all time
high, both in dollar volume and in the
number of major improvements, ac-
cording to L. D. Miller, chairman of the
Board of Directors.
Construction Mechanic Third Class
Larry E. Wilson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Claude Wilson, is serving with a Con-
struction battalion in South Vietnam.
Deaths reported include Cecil , A.
Stid, age. 67.
Barbara Brown, 'daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. James Brown of Murray, has been
selected as one of the three majorettes
with the marching band of Murray
State University.
Mrs. Harry Whayne, who is moving
with her husband, Dr. Whayne, and
family to Washington, D.C., was
honored with a coffee at the home of
Mrs. David Gowans on August 17.
20 Years Ago
Rex Alexander, Robert Alsup, Ed-
ward F. Brunner, W. Z. Carter, William
F. Davis, , Thomas B. Hogancampo.
Buron Jeffrey, Mac G. Raney, E. Glenn
Pace, J. Edgar Pride, Eugene Russell,
Harry M. Sparks, Dennis H. Taylor,
Auburn J. Wells, R. W. Woods, M. 0.
Wrather, and Leon P. Miller, all of
Calloway County, attended the
Leadership Conference of the Kentucky
Education Association held August 12-
15 at Murray State College.
Deaths reported include A.L. Platt,
age 66, and John W. Sims, age 80.
Dr. Frank Steely, associate professor
of history at Murray State College, will
be the speaker at the meeting of the
First Methodist Men's Club on August
21.
Births reported include a boy,
Randall Pat, to Mr. and Mrs. Joe Pat
Winchester on August 2.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Darnell and
Mr. and Mrs. Truman Turner have
returned from a vacation in the Ozark
Mountains in Missouri.
30 Years Ago
Thirty Calloway County 4-H mem-
bers are among 331 agents, leaders, and
club members who registered
yesterday at the annual Purchase-
Tradewater Camp being held this week
on the campus of Murray State College.
Murray's Girl Seout Association said
today that the Girl Scout cabin at the
Murray City Park : is expected to be
completed today. Mrs. George Hart,
president, said the girls will take over
the interior decoration and furnishing
of the cabin.
Hugh Wilson is captain of the
Murray tfrgh School football team for
this year. Drills started last night for
the opening game with Franklin-
Simpson on September 12.
Fred Furches who has been a student
of watchmaking at the school in Peoria.
Ill., has joined the staff of the Furches
Jewelry Store, owned by his brother. W.
R. Furches..
Mr. and Mrs. Fain P. English of
Orlando. Fla., have been the guests of
Dr. and Mrs. Hugh Houston.
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Elvis Presley, who became a legend
in his own time and was a dominating
force in the music world for more than
20 years, was memorialized in private
funeral services yesterday afternoon in
his adopted hometown of Memphis.
In his earlier years, Elvis, as he was
affectionately known throughout the
world, had created a fear among
parents, clergymen and many others,
that his gyrating-hip style on the stage,
and his hard-driving, sometimes husky-
voiced delivery of lyrics, would have a
corrupting effect on our nation's youth.
But through the years, Elvis' talents
as a musician and singer, and his
ability to please throngs with his
performances, have been unsurpassed.
Many of those who now mourn his
passing, so suddenly at 42, are at the
same age now that their parents were
when Elvis first began to capture the
hearts of our nation's teenagers.
Elvis the person i dead. But Elvis,
the King of Rock and Roll, will live
forever.
0+0
The Memphis Press-Scimitar and the
Commercial Appeal, afternoon and
morning newspaper in Elvis' adopted
hometown, are planning a special Elvis
Presley edition to be published next
week.
According to the newspapers, the
special edition will include reprints of
all stories carried in the newspapers
from the time of Elvis' death through
Sunday.
The special edition, which will cost 50
cents within the United States and $1
outside the United States, will be sold
by mail only and postage is included in
the price.
Elvis fans wanting a copy of the
Bible Thought
Rend your heart, and not
your garments, and turn unto
the Lord your God ... Joel 2:13.
True religion is not an out-
ward show, but an inward
conversion.
ABOUT THIS PAGE
Editorials, columns and other
opinionated articles on this page are
presented for the purpose of
providing a forum for the free
exchange of differing opinions.
We at The Murray Ledger &
Times strongly believe that to limit
opinionated articles to only those
which parrallel the editorial
philosophy of this newspaper would
be a disservice to our readers.
Therefore, we encourage readers
who do not agree with an editorial
stand or the ideas presented by an
individual writer in a column or
other article, to respond with their
feelings on the particular issues
being discussed with a letter to the
editor.
By the same token, if an issue has
not been discussed on this page and
a reader feels that the issue merits
the attention of the general public,
we welcome a letter to the editor or
an authored article on whatever that





u rray Ledstr & Time* Ed it
special edition should send a check or
money order to Memphis Publishing
Co., Customer Relations Department,
495 Union Ave., Memphis, Tn. 38101.
0+0
A bill, which we have long felt a need
for in Kentucky, is scheduled to be
introduced in the 1978 General
Assembly. The measure is aimed at
enforcing the state's mandatory
automobile liability insurance law and
thus reducing the number of uninsured
motorists on the highways of the
Commonwealth.
According. to Sen. Tom Easterly, D-
Frankfoit, an estimated 30 per cent or
more of Kentucky's motorists do not
carry insurance.
Under the bill, county clerks would be
prohibited from issuing a vehicle
license tag unless the car owner or
registrant signs the certificate of
registration. The eertificate would
contain a statement that the motorist
.carries liability insurance and a Face






HEARTLINE Is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton Si., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
HEARTLINE: An insurance agent
came to my home recently and
explained how his company's Medicare
supplement policy worked. It sounded
like a good program and he seemed like
a nice young man. I was very interested
in his policy but I told him I wanted to
talk it over with my son and wife for
awhile, and! asked him to come back in
a couple of weeks. He then told me that
if I wanted it I would have to take it
right then because the enrollment
period would be over that day.
I don't like to be rushed, especially
when the policy would cost $200 for me
and another $200 for my wife. I told him
to forget the whole thing. Do these
companies have enrollment periods or
was this a quick-sell gimmick? — S. T.
A.: Some companies do have
enrollment periods for certain areas,
simply because some agents cover
large areas and must operate on a time
table. It is possible that the agent you
talked to would have been 200 miles
away two weeks from the day he saw
you, and certainly would not want to
travel a great distance for one potential
sale.
There are cases, though, where the
agent is local, remains local all the time
and uses this as a quick-sell method.
You may be interested in reading
"Heartline's Guide to Health
Insurance," which is unconditionally
guaranteed. There is a policy check list
in this publication that will be of great
value to you in checking your current
policies or policies that you may buy in
the future.
To order, send $1.50 to "Headline's
Guide to Health Insurance," P.O. Box
4994, Des Moines, Iowa 50306. Please
allow six weeks for delivery.
HEARTLINE: I have been working
for a company for quite a few years. If I
would stop working for a year or two
and then come back, would this affect
my pension? — C. T.
A.: When an employe returns to work
after a break in service, there are
certain rules that must be followed
according to the Employe Retirement
Income Security Act of 1974.
Generally, all service with an
employer is to be taken into account for
participation and vesting purposes, but
the plan may require a one-year
waiting period before aggregating pre-
break and post-break service. The only
way a worker could lose previous
pension credits is if he were not vested
when he had a break in service AND his
period of absence equalled or exceeded
his years of service before the break.
For example, if an employe works for
two years, quits without being vested
and then returns, the company need not
give him credit for the initial period.
113 11.
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A Struggle
Judges 13'l; 16:23-30
Manoah and his wife were grievously
disappointed and truly heartbroken
over being deprived of the joys and
responsibilities of parenthood. With the
passing of the years, they were
grievously disappointed and truly
heartbroken over being deprived of an
heir.
To Manoah's wife God sent a
messenger and announced His intention
of giving her a son. God, through His
messenger, declared that His purpose
in giving her a son was that he might be
the human agent "to deliver Israel out
of the hands of the Philistines."
Filled with inexpressible joy, this
couple resolved that they would to their
best to help the son, whom God
promised to give them, to achieve
God's purpose in his life.
From his infancy Samson was
dedicated to the Lord under the
t Nazarite vows, which caused him to
refrain from partaking of anything that
came from the vine, from indulging in
the pleasures of the world, and from
going near the dead.
Samson grew up in the belief that he
was dedicated to God, that there was a
specific work for him to do, and that
God would enable him to do it. The
energies of his body, the faculties of his
mind, and the strength of his will were
yielded to the Lord. He yielded and
dedicated himself to go anywhere, to do
anything, and to risk any danger for his
God. Samson taught his
contemporaries that the strength they
needed to fight their battles and
overcome their foes came from God
alone.
As long as Samson was obedient to
God he was endowed with super-human
strength. Truly his life was auspicious
at the beginning, rich in possibilities,
wondrous in God-given strength, but
profligate in the use of God's gifts.
From Samson we learn that God will
Samson indulged in sin, contrary to the
will of God, it cost him his strength, his
vision, and his freedom.
The Philistines were having a great
celebration at Gaza in honor of their
god, Dagon. Their chief theme of
rejoicing was that Dagon had delivered
mighty Samson into their hands. To
them this was proof that Dagon was a
mightier god than Jehovah. When the
people were well drunken, they began
to call for Samson to be brought forth to
exhibit his great strength. And here
comes poor, blind Samson, led by a
little boy! The spectators began to jeer,
taunt, and mock Sarhson.
Samson gave an exhibition of his
strength. After a time, he indicated to
the lad that he would like to rest. The
lad led him to the arched entrance to
the temple. With each hand Samson
embraced a pillar, and stood with his
bowed. From the balconies they called
down, "Look at the giant! Samson is
tired; He has to rest for a while." But
Samson was not resting. He was
praying. Turning his sightless eyeballs
heavenward, he lifted his voice and
Said, "0 Lord, God, remember me, I
pray thee, and strengthen me, I pray
thee, only this once."
Suddenly the two pillars which upheld
the roof gave way, and down in one roar
of ruin crashed the building, burying ,
the multitude in its debris. When the
yellow dust had settled, thousands of
the Philistines lay dead amid the ruins.
And there among them lay tarnson.
Samson wrought his vengeance upon
the jeering Philistines, but he died with
them.
Jt The Truth
The philosophy of the real estate
salesman is much like that of a man or
woman seeking a mate. A buyer is sure
to turn up eventually even if the listing •
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"Foster homes? They're not
new. Actually, they were
started for the care of the
mentally ill in Belgium during
the Middle Ages and continue
there to this day. But their
wide use for both children and
adults is relatively new in the
United States"—Dr. Wilton
Wittman, Chief of the ocial
Work Education Branch of
the National Institute of Men-
tal Health.
Dr. Wittman believes that
foster care of children has
developed into what he calls
"a science of selection" of
surrogate or alternate parents
—those best able to provide a
suitable physical, psychologi-
cal, and emotional environ-
ment for children who cannot
be reared properly by their
own parents.
Similar selection require-
ments exist when formerly
hospitalized mental patients
are to be placed in homes
offering an environment in
which further recovery can
take place.
A typical pattern of foster
care placement for these per-
sons involves several stages.
The specialized staff at a hos-
pital or in a community focus
on matching home selection
with patient selection. There
is then a period during which
the patient and his family are
prepared for foster care to
begin. Involving the patient's
family is an important step.
Often vocational rehabilita-
tion is an important part of
fc3ter care. In the community,
old job skills can often be re-
vived and practiced or new
skills learned. In time—but '
not overnight—some former
patients may become self-sup-
porting and largely indepen-
dent.
Many adult patients can
live in the community, but
still neeC intermittent care
either back at the hospital or
in community mental health
centers. Day care or halfway
houses, such as are available
in most community mental
health centers, are valuable as
one means of providing this
"partial hospitalization."
Careful studies have been
made of the criteria for select-
ing foster homes or for find-
ing suitable homes.
The more sophisticated
foster care programs maintain
a pool, or reserve, of homes
capable of providing short- or
long-term care for patients
and clients. Foster care is use-
ful when it is a -constructive,
humanitarian experience.
The United States motto, "In
God We Trust," was not offi-
cially adopted by Congress un-
til 1956, even though it origi-
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'COACH' GETS COACHED—Buddy Hewitt (rear) who is the
Murray State golf coach gets some coaching himself during a
recent seminar at Pine Needles, North Carolina. Instructing
Hewitt is well-known golf pro Dr. Gary Wiren
Eddie Payton Has Been Nice
Surprise To Cleveland Browns
By I1AL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
Now, the very last thing
National Football League
defenses needed was another
running back named Payton.
Chicago's Walter Payton,
who rushed for 1,390 yards last
year, was quite enough for
them, thank you. But now
they're faced with his older
brother, Eddie, who has been
a pleasant free agent surprise
for the Cleveland Browns.
Eddie, called "Sweet Pea,"
gets his next chance tonight
when the Browns host the St.
Louis Cardinals in a preseason
game. Minnesota played at
Baltimore in tonight's other
game.
In Saturday's games,
Chicago plays at Houston, the
New York Giants are at San
Diego, Denver plays at
Atlanta, Miami is at Dallas,
New Orleans hosts Buffalo,
Green Bay visits Tampa Bay
and Pittsburgh plays the New
York Jets.
On Sunday, Los Angeles is
at San Francisco and
Cincinnati goes against
Detroit. New England plays at
Philadelphia Monday night.
The long weekend got
underway Thursday night
when Washington defeated
Kansas City 13-7 and Seattle
surprised Oakland 12-10.
Cleveland's Payton led the
Browns' ground 'game with 73
yards in 16 carries against
Minnesota last week and little
brother Walter gained 58
yards in 12 carries as the
Bears defeated Oakland.
Eddie also returned three
punts for 41 yards against the
Vikings. He shrugs off the
shadow of his kid brother.
"Actually, when people ask
me if I'm Walter's brother, I
tell them, 'No, Walter is my
brother,— says Eddie, who's
older but not bigger than his
kid brother. Walter, 24, is 5-
foot-10'1 and 204 pounds
compared to 5-8 and 175 for
"Sweet Pea," who's 25.
The older Payton has been
teaching junior high school for
the last two years in Memphis
after trying out for Ottawa in
the Canadian League.
The Vikings take their
magic act to Baltimore
tonight against the Colts, who
have split their first two
preseason tests. Baltimore
whipped Houston 14-7 a week
ago with Freddie Scott
catching four passes for 94
yards including a 21-yarder
from Mike Kirkland in the
winning drive.
On Thursday, Joe
Theismann set up two second-
half field goals by Mark
Moseley with long passes to
Larry Jones as the Redskins
topped Kansas City. Bill
Kilmer hit John Riggins on a
six-yard scoring play in the
first half for Washington.
Tony Reed dashed 29 yards for
the Chiefs' score.
Game Director
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) — John
Rauch, who has coached in the
American and Canadian
football leagues, has been
named game director for the
Tiger-Lone Oak Game To first Canadian-AmericanBowl scheduled for January inTampa Stadium. 
Rauch coached the Toronto
Argonauts in 1973-74 and took
his team to the Canadian
Football League playoffs the
first year.
A former Georgia
quarterback, he spent 13 years
in the National Football
League and took Oakland to
the Super Bowl in 1967. He
coached Baltimore and 0. J.
Simpson; then last year joined
the expansion Tampa Bay
Buccaneers as offensive
coach.
He left midyear because of
coaching and personality
differences with Coach John
McKay and finished the
season as interim coach for
Atlanta. This year he is head
coach at Admiral Farragut




Ledger & Times Sports Editor
When Fred Gibson took over the coaching job at Lone Oak
High School, things didn't look very good for the coming
season.
The Purple Flash had finished 5-4 last season with a team
that was predominantly seniors.
It looked like I had a rebuilding job for my first year,"
Gibson said. - -
Little did Gibson know but he had a carpenter in the
system. Jim Mizzell, who had remained as an assistant
coach, got busy and went around talking with some people.
He recruited.
Mizzell found a few big fellows who had not played ball in
the last year or two, persuaded them to come out and now,
Lone Oak should be a sound ballclub, thanks to the job done
by Mizzell.
We have 44 people out for football and that's one of the
largest squads Lone Oak has had in some time," Gibson said.
Our 'personnel is young. We have only 11 seniors on the
roster and anytime you have less than 15 seniors, you have a
young club, in my book," Gibson added.
How far along are the Oakers?
-We have a good team right now. We're not a great team,
just good. And were going to beat the poor teams and the
mediocre teams," Gibson said with confidence..
Gibson coached last year at Woodford County but the
previous five years, had gained much recognition for his
work at Owensboro Catholic.
Of course Gibson's first chance to see how far 'along his
team has come will be tonight in Stewart Stadium at the West
Kentucky Football Jamboree.
Lone Oak will battle Murray High in the second of three, 20-
minute games.
As the old cigarette commercial used to say, it's what's up
front that counts. And such is the case in football,,
particularly on offense. And Gibson feels he has a gooe
offensive which along with what should be a good backfield,
could make Lone Oak a 3-A power.
Heading the offensive line is Kenny Hancock, a 6-2, 180-
pound junior transfer from Mexico, Mo.
"He's an outstanding player. He could make any team I've
ever coached," Gibson said.
At guards are 6-0, 170-pound junior Bobby Chrisman along
with 5-9, 150-pound Butch Midciff. "Midciff may be small but
I think he's a blue-chipper all the way," Gibson said.
The Oakers are big at the two tackle spots where on one
side will be 6-2, 210-pound junior Kevin Cool afid on the other
side is 6-1, 200-pound senior John Rinella. Rinella sat out the
past two seasons but has made excellent progress.
The tight end is 6-3, 200-pound junior David Watts while the
split end is Danny Clark, a 5-10, 160-pounder. The flanker is
Mike Murphy, a 5-9, 165-pounder.
Rounding out the offense is senior Steve Mathis at
quarterback, senior Johnny Pryor at fullback, senior Roy
Bohannon at tailback along with junior David Tinsley who
will alternate the position.
Pryor, who at 5-7 and 175 pounds is a bit small for a
fullback, has sat out the last two years but has been a
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pleasant surprise, according to Gibson.
"Bohannon is our finest all-around athlete. He can play
quarterback, guard, a defensive back position and can punt.
He's probably our best player and I guess Tinsley is our
second-best player," Gibson added.
Most of Lone Oak's size is on the defensive line. The tackles
are 6-0, 195-pound David Turner along with Chrisman, who
plays guard. Also, alternating with Chrisman will be 6-3, 230-
pound sophomore John Matthews. At one end spot is another
player who sat out last year, 6-2, 195-pound senior Brad
Morris. The other end spot will be split between John Rinella
offensive tackle) and 6-3, 225-pound junior Jimmy Duncan. -
Linebackers are Rick Murphy, Scott Hartig and Rod
Kewell. Hartig, who weighs 170, is the largest of the three.
Defensive backs include Murphy and Bohannon along with
Danny Clark who will see some action while the safetys are
170-pound junior Randy_Hoxworth and 160-pound junior
Bobby Dowell.
For Gibson and Murray High coach Johil Hina, the
jamboree game tonight will be a test of what the clubs have
learned in the classroom (practise) over the last three
weeks.
"We're just glad to get the chance to see our kids perform
against other people," Hina said.
"We've been having practice for three weeks and some of
the kids have been going a little longer. So many times, if you
don't watch out, you don't know if you are doing things right
or not.
''Most coaches feel the jamboree is a great advantage. You
get a chance to play, yet it's not part of the season. It's very
important to us how we look tonight yet at the same time, I'm
glad it's just a scrimmage," Hina added.
The past two days of practice, the Tigers have spent
preparing for the jamboree and focusing their attention on
timing and other such elements pertaining to the actual
game.
Admission for tonight's contests will be two dollars for
adults and one dollar for students. The first game, between 2-
A powers Heath and Caldwell County, is set to begin at 7 : 30
p.m. The Tiger-Lone Oak game should begin around 8:15 •
On Disabled List
St. LOUIS (AP) — The St.
Louis Cardinals have placed
ailing outfielder Tony Scott on
the National League's
disabled list and recalled
outfielder-first baseman Dane
Iorg from New Orleans of the
American Association.
Scott, 25, suffered cartilage
damage to his left knee on
July 4 during a game against
the Pittsburgh Pirates and
had been used sparingly since,
mainly in pinch-hit roles.
lorg, obtained by St. Louis
on June 15 from the
Philadelphia Phillies, played
in three Cards games before
demoted July 28 to New
Orleans.
Royals Win, Rangers
Remain In Slim Lead
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
Now that Dennis Leonard's
slider is finally sliding, the
Kansas City Royals aren't.
Instead, the Royals have-
come alive after a so-so first
half and are part of a torrid
four-team race as they
attempt to defend their title in
the American League West.
Leonard hurled a four-hitter
for his seventh victory in his
last eight decisions Thursday
night and boosted his record to
13-10 as the Royals blanked
the Cleveland Indians 4-0. The
hard-throwing right-hander
walked one, struck out six and
allowed only three runners to
reach second base.
Leonard was struggling
along at 3-8 and the Royals
were struggling with him
when Manager Whitey Herzog
told him to make the slider a
large part of his repertoire
following a 10-1 battering in
Boston on May 27.
"As soon as he started
throwing the slider it gave him
better command of his curve
ball," Herzog said. "When he
started throwing the slider it
was the turning point in the
season for him."
Perhaps for the Royals, too.
Elsewhere, the Boston Red
Sox whipped the Milwaukee
Brewers 8-4, the New York
Yankees edged the Detroit
Tigers 5-4, the Texas Rangers
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Jays 8-0 and the Minnesota
Twins trimmed the Seattle
Mariners 8-2.
Te Royals wasted no time
in —giving Leonard all the
support he needed when Tom
Poquette led off the game with
a double off Wayne Garland
and Hal McRae tripled.
McRae continued home when
shortstop Larvell Blanks
threw the relay into the
stands.
Red Sox 8, Brewers 4
George Scott drilled four
hits, including a pair of two-
run singles, and scored twice
to lead Boston to its 17th
victory in 19 games. Ferguson
Jenkins was tagged for six hits
and four runs in the first two
innings and then allowed just
three hits the rest of the way,
retiring 16 batters in a row
during one stretch.
Yankees 5, Tigers 4
Mickey Rivers put New
York ahead with a two-run
single in the seventh inning
and then scored what proved
to be the winning run on Lou
Piniella's single. Jason
Thompson's tremendous two-
run blast, only the 14th homer
ever hit over the Tiger
Stadium roof and the first in
eight years, had given Detroit
a 3-2 lead in the sixth against
winner Catfish -Hunter.
Rangers 8, Blue Jays 0
Dock Ellis shackled Toronto
on three hits an Toby Harrah
antiAltritv_Wiliar
home runs to keep the
Rangers in first place in the
AL West by one-half game
over Minnesota and Chicago.
Ellis retired 18 batters in a
row over one stretch as the
Rangers rolled to their 30th
victory in the last 39 games.
Twins S. Mariners 2
Paul Thormodsgard,
backed by a four-run first
inning, fired an eight-hitter as
Minnesota kept pace with
Texas. The Twins chased Bob
Galasso with their big first
inning. Larry Hisle, Lyman
Bostock and Butch Wynegar
each singled runs home and
another scored on a throwing
error by left fielder Steve
Braun. Bob Randall tripled
two runs across in the fourth.
, Reobtained
Ports
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Dave Hill Says Don't Allow




bamboozled by all the
glamour, glitter and gold that
seems to surround the pro golf
tour. Be smart. Send your kid
to college for a degree to be a
doctor or a lawyer.
That is the advice of Dave
Hill, the game's outspoken
rugged individualist who is
wondering what became of
that first million dollars of
tournament prize money.
"I have two sons, David, 17,
and Robert, 15, and I think I'd
break their legs if they got
serious about following the
profession of the old man,"
says the wiry, dark-haired
firebrand. -Except for four or
five guys — Jack Nicklaus,
Tom Watson, tary Player am)
a couple of others — it's a
terrible way of making a
living.
"It's boring. It's back-
breaking work. It destroys
family life. I have been on the
tour 10 years. I have what
most people would call
moderate success. I have
grossed more than $1 million
in earnings and generally
make better than $100,000 a
year.
"But I find myself
struggling to make expenses.
If I follow the tour on a regular
scale, play 30 tournaments,
say, it costs me $40,000.
"That's the reason I've
decided to cut my schedule to
15 or 20 events. I am not
socking away that much
dough. I am becoming a slave
of the tour ... grind, grind,
grind."
Winner of 13 tour
tournaments, member of two
Ryder Cup teams and 1969
Vardon Trophy winner for the
lowest scoring average, Hill is
sitting out the $300,000
Westchester Classic this
weekend.
He is using the break to
promote his controversial
book, "Teed Off," which not
only is enjoying good sales and
rave reviews but is touching
some tender nerves in the golf
establishment.
Among other things, he
contends the $9 million pro
tour is run "like a kid's
lemonade stand;" superstars
such as Nicklaus and .Arnold
Palmer are given preferential
treatment; efforts are made
to stereotype competitors by
bleeding them of any
individuality; the sport is
tainted by occasional,
unadznitted cheating, and
rigid rules have promoted
wholesale deception and lying.
"If I had my life to do over
again, I would go to college
and get a degree," Hill said.
"I became a pro gq,lfer
because it was the only work I
knew'. I wouldn't recommend
it for anyone else unless there
was a guarantee he could be
another Nicklaus or Palmer."
The fairway maverick,
twice suspended and fined
repeatedly for criticism
deemed detrimental to the
PGA, said the average person
has a false image of the
•
tournament trail.
"They see fancy country
clubs, members' pretty wives
chauffeuring players back and
forth, chairmen of the board
holding ropes and serving as
marshals," he said.
"Sunshine, half a day's work
and good pay.
-Let me tell you. It's hitting
1,000 golf balls every other day
in practice, chipping and
putting by the hours, shuffling
between airports and motels,
leaving your family stuck in a
room with nothing to do.
"You get sick and tired of it.
I am sure that's what broke up
my first marriage." Divorced
in 1974, Dave now makes the
tour with his second wife,
Sandra Lee. Their home base
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Get a headstart
in your new town.
Don't waste time wondering about a fast way to get
your bearings. Call me—your WELCOME WAGON Hostess.
When you've just moved, you're pressed for time.
And the gifts, community and business information I bring
will save your family time and money.






Get acquainted with the four-season versatility and
big-tractor toughness of our Case Compact Tractors.
And if you buy now you'll receive:



















When you're,jp the mood to buy,
We're in the mood to bargain!
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ST. LOUIS ( AP ) — Veteran
defenseman Jim Roberts, an
original member of the St.
Louis Blues, has been
reobtained by the National





played three seasons for the
Blues before being traded to
the Canadiens in 1971. He is a
veteran of 150 Stanley Cup
playoff games.
He scored 14 goals in each of
his first two seasons with St.
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CLINIC HELD-Among the 43 West Kentucky football coaches at Murray State University's
"Mini" Clinic last Sunday were Al Giordano, left, Caldwell County; Jack Morris, second from
left, Mayfield; John Hine, second from right, Murray; and Fred Gibson, right, Lone Oak. With the
coaches is Tom Simmons, the Murray State trainer, who conducted a session on athletic injuries
at the clinic. The clinic was sponsored by the Murray State athletic deportment and directed by
MSU football coach Bill Furgerson.
Sutton Fires One-Hit
Gem, Dodgers Up By 12
LOS ANGELES ( AP) - Don
Sutton doesn't have the
reputation of a Don Drysdale
or a Sandy Koufax but the
numbers show that the 32-
year-old Los Angeles right-
hander is one of the finest
pitchers in Dodger history.
One thing Sutton hasn't done
during his outstanding career
is pitch a no-hitter. He just
missed accomplishing that
feat Thursday afternoon but
even so his name entered the
record book.
Sutton, 11-7, allowed only
one hit - Marc Hill's clean
single with two out in the
eighth inning - as the
Dodgers whipped the San
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raised their lead in the
National League West to 12
games over idle Cincinnati.
The one-hitter, in which he
walked four and fanned five,
was the fifth of Sutton's
career, tying the NL record.
The triumph raised Sutton's
career mark to 187-143 and
tied him with Drysdale for the
Los Angeles team record for
victories.
In addition, it was the 46th
shutout of Sutton's career,
tops among active major
league pitchers.
"I couldn't remember every
pitch I made, but the numbers
on the scoreboard kept me
abreast of what was going
on," said Sutton, who broke Er-
four-game losing streak with
his first victory July 4.
definitely knew I was pitching
a nohitter. In fact, I even
joked about it with some of the
guys in the dugout during the
game. There were some great
plays behind me that kept it
going."
In the only other NL
contests, the Philadelphia
Phillies downed the Montreal
Expos 8-3 and the Pittsburgh
Priates edged the Chicago
Cubs 7-6.
The only other NL pitchers
with five one-hitters are Tom
Seaver, Mordecai Brown,
Grover Alexander and Jim
Maloney.
Dave Lopes staked the
Dodgers to a 3-0 lead in the
second inning with a three-run
homer off Jim Barr and
Reggie Smith hit his 22nd
homer in the third.
Phillies 8, Expos 3
Richie Hebner socked his
first major league grand slam
homer in the fifth inning to
erase a 3-2 Montreal lead.
Hebner, who grounded out and
fouled out with runners in
scoring position earlier,
smashed ex-Phillie Wayne
Twitchell's first pitch into the
right field stands for his 14th
home run of the season.
Bake Mcbride also homered
for the Phils while Jim
Lonborg limited Montreal to
five hits and also drilled a run-
scoring single. Andre Dawson





The Magic Tri Bowling
League will have an
organizational meeting on
Tuesday, August 23, at seven
p. m. at Corvette Lanes,
Murray.
This league for ladies bowls
each Tuesday night, and all
interested women are invited
to attend. For information




Includes: Hamburger Steak, Slaw, French Fries, Onion
Rings, Rolls and Butter
Cypress Springs Restaurant
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Pirates 7, Cubs 6
Al Oliver, Dave Parker, Phil
Garner and Bill Robinson all
smashed home runs into a 17-
mile-an-hour wind. Three of
the homers came off loser Ray
Burris while Robinson' as
hit off Pete Broberg.
The Cubs jumped to a 2-0
lead against winner Jerry
Reuss in the first inning but
Oliver homered in the second,
Parker tied the game by
leading off the fourth with his
homer and the Pirates went
ahead to stay with three runs
in the fifth.
Two Of Area's Top Teams Will
Meet In Caldwell-Heath Game
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Some of the best talent in the
area is going to be in Stewart
Stadium tonight ... some of the
best, not all.
According to most of the
coaches in the area, Caldwell
County High School is going to
be the team to beat in the
District Class 2-A race this
season. And fans will be in for
quite a treat tonight at 7:30 p.
m. when they open the West
Kentucky Football Jamboree
by meeting Heath, which is
considered by many to be the
darkhorse among 2-A teams.
There's only one thing that's
been left out of the jamboree...
Mayfield. For while Cald-
well County and Heath will be
battling each other on the
field, Mayfield will be sitting
in the stands and getting a free
scouting report.
"Let's face it," Caldwell
County coach Al Giordano
said.
"No matter what all the
coaches around here think,
we're still number two. We
haven't beaten Mayfield in 10
years and we thought we had
quite a chance last year at our
place but we got blown out
early in the game.
"Now we have to go to their
place this year and already,
they are talking about having
the best defensive team
they've ever had."
The reason most people are
picking Caldwell County is
simple: the Tigers were 8-2
last year and they return nine
starters back off their of-
fensive unit and eight starters
off the defensive unit.
-We weren't really very big
last year, thus you can guess
we aren't going to be very big
this year, since we have
basically the same people
back," said Giordano, a
member of the Murray State
University Sports Hall of
Fame.
"But we do have good speed
and with the experienced
people we have, we're cer-




County offense tonight will be
senior quarterback Carroll
Boyd, a two-year starter who
is a good scrambler and a
good thrower.
"We feel like if he had been
in the program since his
freshman year, there would be
no limit as to what he could'
Giordano said of h
quarterback.
The big gun in the backfield
is three-year starter David
Barnes. Last season, though
he missed one game, he
gained just over 1200 yards for
a new school record. In
addition, he sat out quite a few
fourth quarters as Giordano
gave some of his younger
players a chance to play in
some lopsided games.
Also in the backfield is two-
year starter Mark Blackburn,
a 6-0, 190-pound fullback. The
favorite passing target for
Boyd is wideout Ron Hunter, a
6-0, 175-pound junior who has
been a three-year starter.
Giordano says Hunter is the
fastest player on the squad.
'"He's had more scouts
interested in him than anyone
on the team. Even Kentucky
and Tennessee have made
trips down to see him,"
Giordano said.
-Of course Murray State
and Western saw him play in
spcor
Reidland-Trigg Game To
Be Battle Of Contrasts
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
When Reidland and Trigg
County battle tonight in the
third and final game of the
West KentuckY, Football
Jamboree in Stewart Stadium,
there will be two distinct
coaching philosophies
clashing.
First of all, there's Reidland
coach Don Shelton.
Shelton, who makes his
home near the Lynn Grove
area, is the master-mind of
multiple offenses. If he were
to have a team that was all
sophomores and keep each
member on the team through
their high school careers, a
player who knew all the of-
fensive plays would qualify for
a job as a memory bank.
Then there is Jimmy
Harrell of Trigg County.
Harrell, who still makes his
home in Murray, was an
assistant coach at Murray
High this past season.
Harrell's bread and butter is
defense. So the stage is set for
a battle that will resemble a
chess match between Borris
Spatsky and Bobby Fischer.
Shelton is taking over the
reigns of a club that posted a 4-
6 record last year and returns
just one starter off the of-
fensive line. However, the
Greyhounds have a lot of size
on the offensive line and with a
couple of veteran performers
in the backfield like tailback
Chuck Payne and quarterback
Tom Harrell, the Greyhounds
could cause some Problems.
"I've been really pleased
with Payne and Harrell,"
Shelton said.
"They can do it all and both
have improved a great deal.
Harrell didn't exactly have
super line play last year and
still hit 50 per cent of his
passes and threw for about 850
yards. He's one of those rare
kids who enjoys playing and
would pay any price to be on
the field," Shelton added.
The lone starter on the of-
fensive line is tight end Greg
Edgmon, a 6-2, 190-pound
senior who will be Harrell's
favorite passing target.
Down the line, it will be 6-0,
I95-pound Brent Grimes at
center, 5-11, 170-pound Tom
Burgess at one guard, 6-0 195-
pound Terry Thomason at the
other guard, 6-3, 245-pound
Jeff Wiggins at one tackle and
6-1, 205-pound Bill Colson at
the other tackle spot.
Defensively, the
Greyhounds ling ,up..Alatit, the
same. At ends are Edgmon
along with 5-10, I70-pound
Mark Ross while Colson and
Wiggins are the tackles and
the inside linebackers are
Thomason and Grimes.
The weak side linebacker is
5-7, 125-pound Cliff Bolton.
That's one-hundred and
twenty-five pounds, no
misprint folks. And according
to Shelton, he's the best hitter
the Greyhounds have,-
The cornerbacks are Chuck
Payne and Boyce Ross while
the deep safety is Terry
Hayden.
The major weakness for the
Greyhounds: lack of ex-
perience.
Strengths?
"We're not sure, it's dif-
ficult to tell when you work
against your own people all
the time," Shelton added.
TRIGG COUNTY
The Wildcats were 5-6 last
season under Joe Jaggers who
left and took the post at Fort
Knox High School.
Like Reidland, Trigg County
has a lot of size in the offensive
line and with some good backs
returning, the Wildcats could
be explosive.
The line: Greg Haslett, a 5-
11, 170-pound junior will start
at center. The guards are 5-10,
190-pound junior Randy Clark.
and 5-11, 195-pound senior Bill'
Stephens. Going at tackle
positions are 5-10, 210-pound
senior Excel Wharton and 6-2,
220-pound senior Kent Blanks.
"That's about all the size we
have," Harrell said.
"I think we have a coup e of
real good guards but the
tackles are rather inex-
perienced," he added.
At split end is Ricky Rad-
ford, a 6-0, 165-pound senior
who has not played in two
years but has a great deal of
speed and a good pair of
hands. 
The tight end is Eric Mit-
chell, a 6-1, 180-pounder who.
played little last season
In the backfield, fho
Wildcats have two ,inex-
perienced quarterbacks who
will try and fill the shoes of
Marty Jaggers. The two are
senior Carl Miller and
sophomore Mark Emery-.
Perhaps the top player on
the club is Ernie Baker. a 6-2,
200-pound fullback. The
flanker is Greg Finley, a 6-1.
16S-pound letterman and the
tailback is veteran Jame (f"
The def cnse
N°rihingWn last 
.sethaesoWnildcats' top Atlanta at Montreal, In)
runner Houston at Philadelphia, ( n )
• .rnuch the tea Diego at St...WI-US...
same as the offense with
Stephens and Mitchell going at
ends. Tackles are 6-2, 190-
pound David Redmon and 6-0,
180-pound Dwight Kennedy.
The linebackers are Baker,
Haslett and 5-10, 185-pound
Wayne Thomas. At the cor-
ners are Finley along with 5-
10, 160-pound Tim Rascoe. The
safety is Ricky Radford while











































































Boston 8, Milwaukee 4
Minnesota 8, Seattle 2
Kansas City 4, Cleveland 0
New York 5, Detroit 4




W L Pct. GB
73 45 .619
70 51 .579 4's
66 52 .559 7
66 54 550 8
54 66 450 20
49 69 .415 24
West
73 47 .608
61 59 508 12
57 64 .471 16'2
55 67 .451 19
54 70 .435 21
42 76 356 40
Thursday's Results
Pittsburgh 7, Chicago 6-
Los Angeles 7, San Francisco
0




Los Angeles at Chicago
San Francisco at Pittsburgh.
165-pound junior.
"I feel we'll be represen-
tative defensively. Our
linebacker play and our
secondary should be the
strongest part of our defense."
Harrell said.
"We're still working on our
enthusiasm."
The regular season will open
for the Wildcats August 26 at
Hopkinsville.
just about every game last
year," he added.
Caldwell County, which
ored a 7-6 win in Holland
tadiurn last season to keep
Murray High from becoming
the 2-A champs, will have an
exceptionally strong defense.
The key defensive player is
Randy Williamson, a
linebacker who will be star-
ting for his third season and in
addition, was named to the
All-WKC team last year.
Completing the solid inside
linebacker corps is Mark
Blackburn.
One of the big surprises for
Giordano has been the play of
Jim Dyer, a 6-0 transfer from
Kokomo, Ind. Dyer plays as
an offensive tackle and a
defensive end.
"He's been quite a blessing
for us. Those two positions
were where we were hurt by
graduation and by stepping in
and filling them, he's pluggld
a big hole," Giordano added.
Caldwell County . opens its
season at Crittenden County
August 26.
HEATH PIRATES
Heath coach Jack Haskins is
excited about the fact his dub
has moved from the ranks of
Class A into the 2-A division.
However, they might have
found a better time to do so.
"Our enrollment is 418 and
the cutoff for Class A is 400,"
Haskins said.
"Being in there with
Mayfield, Caldwell County,
Trigg County, Todd County
and Murray is like being
thrown in the lion's den,"
'Haskins said.
However....
Heath will return seven of
its 11 starters on defense from
a team that finished 8-3 last
season. Included among those
seven are 6-3. 205-pound tackle
Pat Thomasson, 6-4, 205-pound
tackle Kevin Clope, 5-10, 185-
pound end Ricky Howard and
6-0, 195-pound end James
Long, a sophomore who was so
impressive as a fullback in the
eighth and ninth grades.
One of the top defensive
players for the Pirates is
senior linebacker Alan
Hughes, a 5-8, 190-pound
linebacker who has started
two previous seasons.
The graduation of star
runningback Clarence
Johnson and halfback Shelby
Howard has left a big hole in
the offense. Haskins will go
with a pair of sophomores at
halfbacks, Greg Wright and
Ricky Howard while Long will
be at fullback. Returning to
his quarterback spot is Bob
Wrinkle.
"We're awfully youthful in
the backfield. None of them
have any varsity experience.
But on the other side of the
coin, our defense is going to be
strong up front and we are
solid at the linebacker
positions. Our secoiLdary is
almost fully intact from last
season," Haskins 'added.
One of Haskins' major
problems at Heath is the lack
of coaches. The coaching staff
consists of Haskins along with
two assistants.
"I don't know if we can
compete with Caldwell County
and Mayfield, I hope we can,"
Haskins said.
"But we aren't counting
anybody out in the 2-A race.
You know, We've never beaten
Murray High and we have to
play them at their place this
season.
"In our two previous games,
we've lost 18-0 and 19-0 so.
we've never scored against
them. I've never seen Murray
have a bad team yet, maybe a
few poor records, but never a
poor team.
"It's going to be a well-
balanced league," Haskins
added.
The Pirates open their
regular season August 26 at
home against Union City.




LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business'
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
BOWLING
DISCOVER THE FUN






REMEMBER GET YOUR LEAGUES
TOGETHER EARLYThe following is a
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SHILOH SCHOOL Calloway County — Ivan Wilson, pictured in upper left hand corner, is Ose shown in the buggy
reading to the student body of Shiloh School in the year 1912 and 1913. With him in the buggy were his two sisters, Annie
Wilson Perry and Donnie Wilson Moore. Pictured, left to right, back row, Edd Alton, Harmon Wilson, Everett Ray, May
Fields, Noble Ray, Mattie Ray Hughes, Herbert Underwood, Matry Douglas Steele, Dave Alton Hinda Burton, Roy Craig,
Annie Alton, Luther Alton, MaIlie Ray Eldridge, Hoyt Craig, Ruby Lynn Nesbitt; second row, Robert Raspberry, Dollie Ray,
Noah Wilson, Gertie Craig Stubblefield, Ethel -Craig,---7 Burton, Mattie Wilson Moore, Lela Craig, Patten Nance, Fannie
Wilcox, Hurtle Craig, Nell Lamb, Harlie Craig; first row, George Westly Steele, William Ray, Leonard Craig, Liston Burton,
Vernon Raspberry, Lassiter Hill, Della Hill Taylor, Elgin Underwood, Lasso Wilson, Hubert Raspberry, Garvis Douglas, Erlie
Lamb, Rainey Steele, George Nance, Clyde Lamb, Curtis Craig, and Zela Steele Farmer.
pfu WOULDN'T YOU REALLY RATHER HAVE
A BIG VILLA APARTMENT AT
DAYTONA BEACH
FOR THE PRACE OF A ROOM
Enjoy your own private villa at the World's
Most Famous Beach-. 70 minutes from'
Disney World We have bus tours 3
famous resturants, The Tropics, Hong
Kong, Swedish House.
Each villa completely equipped for
\ housekeeping, air conditioned,
) with spacious lawns, roomtelephones. TV, shopping center.
OCEAN BATHING
2 swimming pools recreation hall,
playground Coif, tennis, privileges.
An easy drive to all Florida attrac-vti:
tions. Pets welcome Fishing, Jai-
Alai, Auto Dog Racing.













(110 of 305 malts)
tor free color brochure and mlormat.on rent/
ELLINOR VILLAGE RESORT Dept. tf730
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Fans of Elvis Presley slept on
the sidewalks through the
night, hoping to be among the
first of the expected thousands
who would be given flowers
from their idol's funeral
bouquets today.
Presley was buried at
Forest Hill Cemetery
Thursday. His family decided
afterwards that the blossoms
from 3,116 floral displays
surrounding the singer's white
marble crypt would be given
to the thousands of fans who
had flocked to Memphis but
were unable to view Presley's
body.
Two dozen fans bedded
clown on the sidewalk outside
the cemetery, while about 50
maintained an overnight vigil
about four miles away at
Presley's Graceland Mansion.
Mourners had waited
















Stretch weave fabric provides extra




SIZES 1 to 4
1000/p polyester fiber sponge be-
tween 4 layers of 100% cotton for










Thermal knit with knit binding. 100%
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Six layer gauze center panel pro-















WHITE 2  33
PRINTS ..... . 2.54
PASTEL . . . ... 2.44
100% cotton. Reinforced fitted cor-
ners. Fits 28x52 in. mattress.
Western Park Good Medicine
For Getting Away From Routine
Need a tranquilizer? Then
takra big dose of lake, add
fernedged paths beneath
summer-laden trees, a picnic
basket and fishing gear and
forget most of your worries.
You will find that any
troubles that remain will be
better managed after a day or
Keek at any of the many
Kentucky parks or private
resorts that make the Com-
monwealth known the world
r. You well know that you
do/lot clutter your mind when
you are sifting beach sand
through your fingers and
looking out over skyblue water
or when watching a fish pole
cleave the ripples.
Lake Barkley State Resort
Park in Western Kentucky is
accessible from many roads
and highways in the Western
region, but for travelers from
.the East, Western Kentucky
Parkway is the way to go. This
state resort is one of the most
impressive in a park system
that rates at the top nation-
wide, yet provides such varied
recreation and facilities that it
does not lose touch with a
family that wants a. Sunday
afternoon picnic.




Paducah on the north or
Hopkinaville to the east, but
Cadiz south of the parkway is
the , approach used by
travelers from sections in the
Eastern half of the USA. The
park is off US 68, seven miles
west of Cadiz.
The lake itself is one ,of the
largest, and together with
Kentucky Lake makes the
"Land Between the lakes" an
island of tremendous interest
and legend. There are stories
of moonshiners who came all
the way from the hill country
in the East to teach wester-
ners the art and how to hide
their smoke plumes. This way
of life now is legend, and any
Crime Prevention IsFans Sleep On Sidewalks
Now Routine FunctionFor Chance At Flowers
For State Troopersbroiling sun Thursday —
outside the PreAy mansion,
along the four-mile funeral
route on Elvis Presley
Boulevard and in front of the
cemetery.
The white funeral that
Presley had wanted was
carried out: a white hearse
bore Presley's copper coffin,
covered by 500 red rosebuds,
and 16 shining white Cadillacs
led a creeping procession of
about 50 cars from the
mansion to the cemetery. .
But a commercial
atmosphere also crept into the
sad occasion. Hawkers sold
Elvis T-shirts for $10. Forty-
cent picture postcards of
Graceland went quickly for
$1.0. A small bottle of cola,
also $1.50.
Radio stations blared "Love
Me Tender" and other Presley
ballads over portable radios
held by many fans along the
processional route.
Sometimes the crowd
surged toward the motorcade
and slowed its progress. At
least once a policeman had to
wrestle a grieving girl away
from the moving hearse.
But at the mausoleum, deep
inside the cemetery and out of
the view of the curious crowd,
all was serene.
Floral tributes in front of the
mausoleum hid the lawn
under a spectacular quilt of
color as some 50 members of
the Presley family and 150
invited gtests arrived for the
entombment.
Eight official pallbearers
carried the coffin inside for
five minutes of ceremony.
Vernon Presley, the singer's
father, stayed behind for a few
private moments with Elvis,
watching as workers began to
seal the crypt.
The mourners had first
attended an hour-long private
service in the piano room at
Graceland. There they had the
opportunity for a last,
personal farewell in front of
the open coffin.
"The emotion was very sad
all during the ceremony," said
Joe Esposito, a business
associate of Presley's since
their Army days in Germany
in 1959.
It had been reported that
Esposito found Presley
unconscious on the floor of his
bathroom Tuesday, but in a
new interview Presley's
girlfriend, Ginger Alden,
claimed she made the
discovery.
Celebrities who attended the
service were sineer Ann-
Margaret, Presley's co-star in
the movie "Viva Las Vegas,";
her husband, Roger Smith;
actor George Hamilton;
guitarist Chet Atkins; singer
Jayne Morgan, and her
husband Jerry Weintraub„,






"Crime prevention will be a
total State Police program"
and will become a routine
function for all troopers,
sergeants and detectives,
according to a memorandum
to all Kentucky State Police
personnel from Commissioner
Ken Brandenburgh.
"Burglary is our most
serious problem, and that's
what our prevention effort will
concentrate on," Bran-
denburgh said.
Earlier this month, Justice
Secretary John L. Smith
announced that all state
troopers would be carrying
several engraving pens from
Operation Identification, a
crime prevention program
that consists of individuals
marking their valuables with
the initials KY and their social
security numbers.
Brandenburgh's memor-
andum said the routine
crime prevention duties that
troopers and detectives will
now assume include enrolling
citizens in Operation Iden-
tification ; assisting
homeowners, businesses and
farms in identifying basic
security weaknesses and
encouraging their correction.





The Office of Crime
Prevention has already
provided each State Police
post with the necessary
Kentucky -Crime - Cheek
materials, including the
engraving pens for Operation
Identification, Smith said.
Brandenburg said that each
trooper and detective will
carry a supply of markers and
Crime Check stickers with




A.M.E. Church will hold
special homecoming services
on Sunday, August 21, ac-
cording to a church
spokesman.
A basket dinner will be
served at 1:30 p.m. with
special services planned at
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ANY ERROR SNOWDON
REPORTED IMMEDIATE
LYSO, PLEA SE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM-
TL Y IN CASE OF AN
ERROR
business and farm security
tips.
"The- unique aspects of the
program are twofold: Every
state trooper will be involved,
and, we are going to take
crime prevention to the
citizens, instead of waiting for
people to ask us for the ser-




have been enforcing crime
prevention services since
May, 1975, when Gov. Julian
Carroll initiated the statewide
crime prevention effort.
According. to . Bran-
denburgh's memorandum,.
public information officers at
each State Police post have
been carrying the crime
prevention load, with some
degree of success in
motivating citizens to take
effective prevention
measures. These officers will
continue to coordinate the
State Police effort, Bran--
denburg said.
"With all personnel involved
now, we are going to realize
more citizen involvement, and
hope to make crime
prevention a part of daily
living habits for all the
citizens we serve, particularly
in the rural areas of the
Commonwealth," Bran-
denburgh said.
He said citizens in areas
where the State Police are
"their police department" can
expect to be contacted by a
trooper and be assisted in
joining "Operation Iden-
tification" and having 8 free
security survey.
soft gray smoke furling
skyward will be that of
campers and picnickers
preparing f9od.
For any of you who find
beautiful and massive Lake
Barkley Lodge full, you might
try for a cottage or campsite
or one of a number of
privately owned facilities in
nearby towns.
Located on Little. River
Embayment of the lake, the
pait has a marina, 18-hole
golf course, beach, bathhouse,
stables and miles of trails to
hike before you. enjoy the
evening meal in a dining room
of wood and glass with a three
story ceiling and tables that
provide diners wide
panoramas of the lake. For
those who like a few sets of
tennis before calling it quits
for the night, the courts ,are
well-lighted.
Youngsters who want to
keep in practice out of
obligation to their teams or for
their own pleasure will find
basketballs and footballs
available and maybe a
baseball and bat.
For you who want to leave
behind anything that
resembles the usual routine at
home, you will find yourself,
following a group of nature"
lovers to explore wildlife,
'trees, shrubs and wildflowers
of the region. The park
naturalist is one of the best.
Any of you who travel
across state to spend a few
days at Lake Barkley will
want to taketime for side trips
aldng the way. There are other
parks and shrines and
historical locations that merit
a visit and will provide a
better background in Ken-
tucky history and geography
for all the family.
The Rev. Ed Crump, Jr.,
district superintendent of
the Paris District of the
United Methodist Church,
will be the evangelist at the
revival services to be held at
the Palestine United
Methodist Church starting
Sunday, August 21, and con-
tinuing through Friday,
August 26. Services will be at
7:30 each evening and the




Spec. 4 Winston Kent Let-
terman recently completed a
primary non-commissioned
officer course in Germany.
The course offers increased
career educational op-
portunities while preparing
the students for leadershtp
duty.
Upon completion of the
training, he returned to his
home unit in Belgium.
S. P. 4 Letterman entered
the Army in June 1975. He is a
1975 graduate of Calloway
County High School, and is the





University Church of Christ
106 North 15th Street
Murray, Ky. 42071
Love and eternity are synonymous. Love is
like a circle — it is eternal — without begin-
ning or ending. "God is love" and God is eter-
nal. (I John 4:8; Psalms 90:2). The ruling prin-
ciple of heaven is, and eternally will be, love-
sweet love. Love is a beautiful and circular
paradox; the more of it you bestow the more
it grows.
"The same yesterday, today, and forever" —
this is eternity. {Hebrews 13:8). "From
everlasting to everlasting..." — this is eternity.
(Psalms 90-2) "Love never ends" — this is eter-
nity. (I Corinthians 13:84 "Forasmuch then as
we are the offspring of God..." — this is eter-
nity. (Acts 17:29) Therefore, we are every day
becoming the person we are going to be eter-
nally — this is eternity and today is a part of it.














Come on in to Sirloin
Stockade any week-end in
August for our Stockade
Sizz-K-Bob Special.





Tepder pieces of beef
and Vegetables on a
skewer. Gnled to per-
fection' and served sizzlin'
hot with a salad, your
choice of potato, a thick slice







Try a IP Coma
Boors: lii.o.-111 p.m. Weekdays - II a.ra.-1&31 p.m. Sat. & Su.








































Richard Valentine, producer irector of the urray-
Calloway County Community Theatre, pictured here at
the steps of the Calloway County Court House, will ap-
pear with Margaret Porter on Channel 6 WPSD-TV on
Friday, August 19, at 5:15 p.m. on the program, "Mon-
tage." This show will explain exactly what the local
Community Theatre is trying to accomplish with its
echirminnal programs. Also an improvisational show,
One From Columut, One From Column B," that Valen-
tine has put together using all of the theatre's past
productions, can be seen on Friday, August 26, at 7:30
p.m. on the court house steps here in Murray.
Agents Now Face Higher Rates
For Their Liability Coverage
Professional liability in-
surance for physicians
became expensive and dif-
ficult to obtain two years ago.
Then lawyers found them-
selves sued by fellow lawyers
for mishandling client's cases
and attorneys' professional
liability insurance rates rose
accordingly.
Now insurance agents are
witnessing a rise in premiums
paid for their professional
liability inaurance, known in
the industry as errors and
omissions. St. Paul, one of the
largest errors and omissions
underwriters in Kentucky,
was granted a 13.7 per cent
rate increase by the state
Department of Insurance this
spring. Company records
showed an underwriting loss
in 1975 and again in 1976.
Although errors and
omissions is welk,known to
those within the insurance
business, the public is ap-
parently largely unaware of
the coverage. According to
Bill Coleman, head of the
insurance department's
property and casualty
division, all agents writing a
substantial amount of
business should carry the
liability protection.
For example, Coleman cited
a hypothetical case in which
an agent is awakened late at
night by a client desiring
additional liability coverage
on his auto policy before he
(the client) begins a trip to
New York the next day. The
agent sleepily agrees and
returns to bed.
The client's negligent
driving the following day
results in his killing two
people. Meanwhile, the agent
has forgotten to add the
liability protection to his
client's policy, an addition
that could have adequately
handled the suit. The agent
has become liable for
professional malpractice.,
Coleman said agents just
entering the insurance in-
dustry are probably shopping
around for errors and
omissions coverage since it,
like most types of coverage, is
experiencing , a tighter
market. In fact, it is rather
common for an insurance
agent employed by One
company to carry errors and
omissions with another.
-People who are tempted to
complain to their agents about
increased costs of health
coverage or homeowners'
insurance might remember
that the agent, too, most likely
faces those same increased
costs in addition to his own
errors and omissions
coverage," Coleman noted.
Free for the Asking!
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Local Schools Announce Meal Policy
Calloway County and
Murray Independent Schools
have announced its policy for
free meals, free milk and
reduced-price meals for
children unable to pay the full
price of meals and milk
served in schools under the
National School Lunch
Program and-or School
Breakfast and-or Special Milk
Program. Local school of-
ficials have adopted the
family-size and income
criteria for determining
eligibility shown in the ac-
companying table.
Children from families
whose income is at or below
the levels shown are eligible
for free meals, an extra one
half pint free milk or reduced
price meals. In addition,
families not meeting these
criteria but with hardship
conditions due to unusually
high medical expenses,
shelter costs in excess of 30
per cent of income, special
education expenses due to the
mental or physical condition
of a child, and disaster or
casualty losses are urged to
apply.
Application forms are being
sent to all homes with a letter
to parents. Additional forms
are available at the prin-
cipal's office in each school.
The information provided on
the application is confidential
and will be used only for the
purpose of determining
eligibility. Although ap-
plications are submitted at the
beginning of the school year,
they may be submitted at any
time during the year.
To discourage the
possibility of misrepresen-
tation, the application forms
contain a statement above the
space for signature certifying
that all information furnished











organizations, and other mass
mailers can save postage un-
der a Postal Service "work-
share" program for bundled,
presorted mail. The program
is designed to help users of
the mail service save money
and at the same time help
post offices process mail faster
—in return for a lowtk post-
age rate. 4'
The program, entitled
"Presort First Class Mail,"
offers mailers a one cent per
piece lower rate on all pre-
sorted first class mail that
meets certain requirements.
In addition to lower
rates, users can benefit by
setting up their mailing list
"1/1- ZIP Code sequence. Once
organized by ZIP Codes, the
mailers can better schedule
mailings for uniform deliv-
ery. The Postal S6rvice bene-
fits because presorted mail
bypasses handling operations.
To qualify for the pro-
r•nra therc must be at least
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Stop By These Merchants, Registe, For your free family group portrait.
statement is added to warn
that the application is being
made in ecnnection with the
receipt of Federal funds, that
school officials may, for
cause, verify the information
in the application, and that
deliberate misrepresentation
_of information may subject
the applicant to prosecution
under applicable State and
Federal criminal statutes.
In certain cases foster
children are also eligible for
these benefits. If a family has
foster children living with
them, the family should apply
for such meals and milk for
these children by contacting
the school official for the
eligibility criteria for foster
children.
If a family member
becomes unemployed or if
family's size and income
changes during the school
year,, the family should
contact the school to file a new
application. Such changes
may make the children of the
family eligible for reduced
price meals, or for additional
benefits such as free meals
and milk if the family income
falls at or below the levels
shown above.
In the operation of child
feeding programs, no child
will be discriminated against
because of his race, sex, color,
or national origin.
Under the provisions of the
policy the school principal will
review applications and
determine eligibility. If a
parent is dissatisfied with the
ruling of the official he may
make a request for a hearing
to appeal the decision. This
request may be made either
orally or in writing to: Dr.
Jack Rose, Calloway To.
School Superintendent whose
address is Box 86, Murray,
Ky., or Willie Jackson,
Murray School System, 814
Poplar Street, Murray, Ky.
This policy agreement, on
_
file in each-School and in-- the
office of the district
superintendent, contains an
outline of the hearing
procedures and may be
reviewed by any interested
person.
Family Free If Income
Size Is Within
1 - 0-13,930
2  0- 5,160
3  0 6,390
4  0- 7,610
5  0- 8,740
6  0- 9,860
7  0- 10,890
o- 11 910
9  0- 12,840
10 ,  0- 13,760
11  0- 14,680
















brand jeans at a super savings!
100% prewashed Navy denim
wrth fancy stitching and poGk-
ets. Sizes 5 to 13.
Basic Western 1ean in Navy, Red,







with moc vamp. Crepe-














3-In-1 Composition Book or
300 Count Notebook
Filler Paper 774
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more than the buildings
in education. Children
a school's existence. The
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primary ingredient of a
do their very beet to be effective
of the community at large
teach.
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RIO AL KA, Five Points 753-7992








Septic Tanks - Driveway Culvets -
Stock Water Tanks 
"Anything in Pre-Cast Concrete"
Bibles & Gorda Sopplies
Reference & Inspirational Books
sa I. Career of Siam WO S,psciuI Order Promptly mane '





"It's Finger Lickin' Good"














Teme-Up & Rena Service--Cenplete
2N S. 7th 753-1751




. Top Neelity Used Can
106 CoMwMor Ril. Miens 7 S3-4448
PHIWPS Rudy Lovett
Distributing Co. Inc.
66 South 2nd753-2752 or 753-3571
r
,
Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
Member FDIC
500 Main So. 12th & Story Chestnut St.
733-3231 753-6635 753.1215
Corvette Lanes
"Bowling At Its Best"
1415 Main St. Ph. 753-2202
a A .B.C. ploy school
. -vii. Nears 6:45 SAL t• 5 p.m. - 5 Days
I Worship With Your Chadren
../4„..14.1i, .._q! . Children Are Gods Gift
1606 Ryon Ave., Norm, , 7534107.
Carroll Tire Service
Your Urn-Royal Tire Dealer
11/2 Bieck E. of S. 12th




A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT




MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Industrial Road Phone 753-1319
Dunn Furniture
..•‘5.-._ T.V. 8 Appliance
Whirlpool Sales & Service Quasar
gigz.j4
- (,Ha44;y Restaurant
, Famous Fish Dinners
Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center 753-3137
On Hwy. 68 et heron
Phan 474-2202
r
Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal
8th & Chestnut 753-4132
4 - , : . Murray Cablevision
TC-* Phone 753-5005
Bel-Air Shopping Center














Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.








401 Olive - 753-5312
Tubers Body
Shop, Inc.
-Go To Church Sunday-
.
Tiny Tot
St' - Day Care
Ale Infants To 5 Years
Kentucky Licensed...i,... _ _ 830a.m. -5:30p.m.









Randy Thornton Service Co.
IIM Conditioning-Heating-Ceniesercial Refrigeration
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
802 Chestnut Phone 753-8181
Big John's
"Howe of Orelity, Economy
a Soloctions"
Open 7 Days
7 a.m. to 12 Midnight -
The Little
.. Toys IL Gifts. ...- .• .





1 11111P1111111,13.,0 1 .






We use plastic &
wood treatment for
100 SO. 13tta St. mold images 753-3914
I
- Murray Memorial Gardens
Wm, D. Lents, Deauld A. loses sed Larry Seiter, mown
Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling Service








74 Hour Wrecker Sor vice,
Work 8 Pointinq
Nile 753-2016. 2112 Cokbrater Rd. 753-7404
, Ilk










10PS Roy 's Top Shop
wwww0"an re ari
Speciefizing in Vinyl Reefs,
Original Equipment Materiel
Shirley's Florist &-Ai ',
Garden Center
FTD Flowers for All Occasions,
Noose Plants Landscaping
SOON. 4th 753-3251 • 753-1944
























Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn,
Wheat & Soybeans
Wasp Si. My. E. W. Ortand, Sept.
. Phone 753420
West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen B. Seers, Gen. Me or
Serving Graves, Cadlevrey , sagribyg, Caw** Canines in Ry and
Ce., Tomo.
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Schedules For The Week Of Augusi20-Augiist 26 Your Individual
Horoscope




What kind of day will
tomorrow be To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr 201 TA
The realism you show in
issues before you and prompt
attention to important matters
will bring satisfying - even




(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Friends and ( or associates
will be in a mood to discuss the
future - theirs and yours. A
conscientious effort to be
cooperative will pay big
dividends. 
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21) age-
A day in which to emphasize
your distinctiveness and
finesse; for doing things in an
unusual way. Fine influences
stimulate your outgoing per-
sonality.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 231 490
Avoid present tendencies
toward brusqueness, even
sarcasm, in conversations with
others. Personal relationships
under some affliction: Don't
make matters worse.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) fatItZ
Indications are that some
highly interesting news from a
professional friend could affect
your activities next week - and
most profitably.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 231 /IP 11.
Your innate sympathy for
your fellowman could lead you
astray now, so take all factors
into account if asked for favors
- material or otherwise.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Plan your schedule early, and
only deviate where a better
arrangement is presented or
discovered. Apply brakes
sensibly in pleasures, risky
activities.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
You can have a productive,
enjoyable day IF doing your
best. But don't undertaker a
program so exacting that it
leaves no time for relaxation.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) Jerik
With little planetary help, it
will be up to you how to handle
your responsibilities and how
smartly you manage personal
affairs. Accept obligations
graciously, carry out promptly.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) via
Review moves of the past
week. Correct where need be for
more effective endeavor in the
days ahead. Use your wit and




(Jan. 21 to Feb_ 19)
Tread lightly where there is
friction; hold the line against
pessimism; recognize where
improvements can be made -
and make them.
PISCES
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20
Know what is expected of you
and strive in your finest
manner. An extraordinary
stroke of proficiency at a telling
moment could increase your
prestige.
YOU BORN TODAY have an
ardent, enthusiastic outlook on
life; are endowed with an
outgoing personality and the
enviable gift of leadership. You
are capable of reaching the top
in almost any 'career you
choose, and could go especially
far in fields which involve
dealing with the public. You are
highly emotional, so must learn
to avoid impulsiveness, going to
extremes. You love luxuries
and will work unstintingly to
achieve them. Birthdate
Benjamin Harrison, 23rd Pres.,
U.S.A.; Raymond Poincare,




Fire   153 1441
Poke   753-1611







(are   153-6612
Poison Control .  753-15113
Sensor Crtirens  751-0919
ketiline .  15341110










by J. D. Lancaster
King and A WB
Occasionally, on the irtusic
scene you will find various
artists teaming up with one
another to cut an album such
as The Supremes did with the
Temptations and, of course,
Marvin Gaye and Tamrni
Terrell. Now there is a super
team once again. This time it
is the Average White Band
and Ben E. King.
This has to be the greatest
joint effort I've heard to date.
Every cut on the Lp is en-
joyable. "Benny and Us" is
the meeting of brown-eyed
soul and blue-eyed soul
producing such fine cuts as(
"What Is Soul," "A Star In
The Ghetto" and "Get It Up
Love, the new hit single.
"Molly" Duncan is fantastic
on the tenor saxophone.
Especially on "What Is Soul"
and "A Star In The Ghetto."
All of King's vocals are super!)
in every way but, especially
on such mellow cuts as
"Someday We'll All Be Free"
and the famous John Lennon
hit, "Imagine." This album
could become a soul classic.
The Emotions
It was not too long ago when
The Emotions made it big with
a hit album. Now Pamela,
Wanda and Sheila Hutchinson






"Rejoice" is pretty good
overall; however, it does
contain one of the hottest
singles in the county on both
the soul charts and the pop
charts - "Best of My love."
The song reminds me so much
of the Supremes in many
ways. This group could
become the successor to the
reach superSupremes and
star capacity.
The LP contains such
mellow 'cuts as ''Key To My
Heart" and "Don't Ask My
Neighbors" as well as some
fast disco cuts like the hit,
"Best of My Love" and
"Rejoice."
The Emotions is a group to
watch to see how far their
super stardom will go.
New Releases
Capricorn Records has done
it again with a fantastic
double album set called
'Raisin' Hell" featuring the
great Elvin Bishop in concert
live at such places as the
Roxy, Santa Monica
auditorium and Alex Cooley's




Rock 'n Roll has lost its king
and one of its founders. Many
of Elvis Presley's followers
are in mourning over his death
at the age of 42.
He is gone but he will live on
as a legend that will never die.
He was born poor in
Mississippi and later moved to
Memphis where he became a
smash hit at the age of 20. The
result was many gold records
and singles as well as a
tremendous following. Many
thought his career would not
last but because of his
m ions of devoted fan',
out the world, his
r spanned 22 years.
"Ns influence on the rock
culture was tremendous. tie
influenced our music, long
hair styles and influenced
such rock stars as Bob Dylan
and the Beatles. His last LP is
Moody Blue, which contains
his last hit single before he
died, "Way Down." The
album should become a
collector's item as well as the
other albums that were made
new releases by Capricorn are- by him.
There are some old
dards on the LP that
does beautifully in a live
performance. My favorite is
"Unchained Melodies" froen
the mid 50's. The vocals are
clear, strong and com-
manding by the king of rock.
Also, there are great remakes
as such hits as Oliva Newtoe-
John's "Let Me Be There,"
and the old rock-n-roll stan-
dard, "Little Darling."
Another one of my favorites on
the album is the title cut,
"Moody Blues." Vocals and
backgrounds are superb.
Overall, it is an album worth
saving and listening to the
great king of rock.
I feel sure just as what
happened to the late Otis
Redding and the late Jim
Croce, and the late Hank
Williams, there will be a
deluge of LP's on some of
Elvis' unrecorded material.
There has already been-o
deluge of buying albums and
many record outlets have
completely run out of Elvis
Presley records.
I know that no one will
forget the king of rock-n-roll.
He will still be with us - even
after death.
Rabbitt and Stillwater. Also,
Rose Royce has released a
new Lp entitled "In Full
Bloom" with Norman Hitfield
producing this fine album.
Many new releases are out
with lots more to come.
Mickey Gilley To
Appear At Kaintuck
Mickey Gilley, well known
country singing -star, and
beloved gospel groups, The
Speers Family and Willie
Wynn & The Tennesseans will
appear in four concerts this
coming Sunday, August 21, at
Kaintuck Territory. Mickey
Gilley will perform at 2:00
p.m. and 5:00 p.m. and The
Speers Family and Willie
Wynn dr The Tennesseans will
perform at 12 noon and 3:00
p.m.
"Room Full of Roses" shot
Gilley into the national
spotlight. This recording
along with "She Called Me
Baby" followed by such hits as
"I Overlooked An Orchid" and
"One Has My Name, The
Other Has My Heart" has kept
him there.
Gilley was born in Natchez,
Miss., but grew up in
Ferriday, La., along with two
cousins - Jerry Lee Lewis,
the rock and roll "Killer"
himself, and Jimmy
Swaggert, later to become one
of the most famous
evangelists in the south.
Unlike the title of one of his
hit singles, he was no
"Overnight Sensation." It
took 17 years of hard work,
disappointments and an ap-
prenticeship as a "regional
star" in Texas before Gilley
achieved fame on the national
country scene.
That background is obvious
when You sgt him play, when
you watch those swift-lingers
roll down the keyboard of his
piano, then jab in quickly to
churn up the beat as he and his
five-piece Red Rose Express
lay down some heavy music.
And, when he starts to sing,
blurring and blending the
lyrics to emphasize the song's
meaning, the feeling is in-
tensified.
The Speer Family has in-
spired and entertained
audiences across the United
States and Canada since 1921.
Their music expresses the




faith dr hope. You don't just
listen to a Speer 'Family
concert. You experience it.
The Tennesseans are a
mixture of past and present,











submitted by 12 noon
- the day before
,publicat3011.
Willie Wynn, the recognized
singing of Ron Hutchins, and
the new talents of the youngest
members of the group. Their
sound and style are familiar to




located five miles south of
Kentucky Dam on highway 641
near Benton, Ky. For in-
formation write: Kaintuck
Territory, Route 7, Benton,
42025, or call (502) 527-1393.
Future concerts this season
will include Conway Twitty on
August 28, and Ray Stevens on
September 4.
Elvis
Rick Moses stars as Daniel Boone, the legendary trap-
per and war hero, in the new, hour-long adventure
series premiering this fall. "Young Danl Boone," to be





All The Newest Releases First!






'the target‘Selection of Apes and Albums in this area
TV Service Center
Central Shopping Center 753 S1165
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No Discrimination Against
Women, Brandenburgh Says
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky State Police
does not intend to
discriminate against women




He sees the physical
requirements as "valid job-
related requirements" that
are essential to a trooper's law
enforcement duties.
Brandenburgh said in a
telephone interview Thursday
he had learned that federal
funds for the Kentucky State
Police were in jeopardy





informed Gov. Julian Carroll
this week it is considering
withholding more than $94,700
from the State Police. The
LE AA said it had been notified
by the Kentucky Human
Rights Commission that the
State Police practiced sex
discrimination in selecting
officers.
The commission ruled last
month that two women were
discriminated against
because of their sex when they
were denied admission to a
state trooper cadet class for
failure to meet a 5-foot-6
minimum height requirement.
"It's a little curious to me
that a finding of this sort gives
rise to the start of a process
like this, since • the (rights
commission's) order is
appealable,". Brandenburgh
said. attempt to exclude women is a
false attempt," he said. "Our
interest is in maintaining the
standards of the organiztion
so that it can serve the pdbJicA
as they need to be served."
At least one female who
passed the height requirement
will enter the new trooper
cadet class next month,
Brandenburgh said. If she
passes the 16-week course, she
will become a state trooper.
There are currently no women
troopers.
Brandenburgh said
admission of a woman to the
cadet class "totally refutes
the smokescreen people are
trying to create."
About 180 applicants for the
State Police have been
certified, including four
women. No new applications




various written and physical
examinations and meet height
and weight requirements to be
certified.
"We have said we will follow
through on an appeal of the
order," Brandenburgh said.
"We will appeal every point in
the order."
The appeal will be filed
before the end of the month, he
said.
It could put LEAA in a
curious position,"
Brandenburgh continued. "If
our action is sustained, it
would eliminate any basis
they have for (suspending
federal funds
The LEAA gave State Police
90 days to show compliance
with federal law barring
discrimination on the basis of
race, color, religion, national
origin or sex.
Brandenburgh said the
courts probably will have
taken action on the state's
appeal by then.
He noted that the LEAA's
threat of loss of federal funds
was just the start of a long
process. He said a full hearing
on the case would not be held
before seven months.
The commissioner said he
felt State Police presented an
adequate case to the Human
Rights Commission and that
the commission ignored the
evidence.
"One thing that bothers me
about this whole process is
that certain individuals and





"To characterize it as an
Hog Market
Fetral State Market News Service
August 19, 1977"- \
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report bscludes S Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 650 Est. 1000 Barrows &
Gilts .25-.50 higher Sows steady - 1.00
higher
US 1-2 200-230 lb. 945.25-65.50
US 1-3200-240 lb..  145.00-115.25
US 2-4 240-260 Its 644.25-45.00
US 3-4 260-210 Itss 143.50-44.25
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs 135.00-35.50
US 1-3300-500 lbs. $34.00-35.00
US 1-3 500-650 lbs.  936.00-37.00
US 2-3300-500 lbs. . ... $33.00-34.00
Boars 24.00-27.00
Randall jack Sorrow of
Decatur, Ga., will visit first
Baptist Church, Sunday.
August 21, at the invitation
of the Minister of Youth
Search Committee. Sorrow
age 25, is a graduate of Mer-
cer University, Atlanta, (BA
1974), and Southwestern
Baptist Theological Seminary
(M.Div., 1977). While in
college Sorrow served as an
intern and later as Minister
of Youth at the Woodlawn
Baptist Church in Decatur.
He has also served as a
volunteer in the high school
ministry of Campus Crusade
for Christ. He and his wife
Vicki, have one son, Joshua
born in July, 1977. Mr. and
Mrs. Sorrow will attend both
Sunday services at thf chur-
ch.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 356.7,
down 0.1.
Below dam 305.7, up 1.9.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 356.7,
down 0.1.
Below dam 310.5, up 1.9.











LOOK AT ALL THESE
LIGHTS BURNING!












THIS IS GOING TO BE
SOME WEDDING! IVE BEEN






SIR, LOOK AT THE TYPE \
OF MAGAZINE THEY'RE
NOW SELLI N6 AT THE. t
PX NEWSSTAND!
ADMIT THAT WAS UNFAIR.





WHAT. HAPPS NE D
Tc YouR RAND
I BROKE MY THUMB
v •
••••••••••••••••••
HALF THE GUESTS WILL
BE EATING OFF PAPER
PLATES, AND HALF OUT
OF 1206 DISHES'
MV RiGHT HAND WILL
HAVE TO GO
LICKETY- SPLIT!
-E-M ASS I 'PIED Ali S 
2 Notice
Wouki you like to rids
ow Church bus to Sun-
day School and mor-
ning worship services
at
Sinking Satin Baptist Dock
Bus Driver For
August, Bill Crick, 753-
6647.
Have you always wanted a
real LOG MN. huh! or a.
mum ens, huh' How about






Aid Sales. Free service
on all makes. Open 9-1
daily, Monday-Friday.
Beltone of Benton, 1200






Agency. Write tt: Box
644, Milan, TN 38358.
Nights after 7 p. m. 753-
9514.
THE ANSWER to any
question you may have,
the solution to all
problems are found in
the pages of Gods' in-
spired word, The Holy
Bible. Jesus says in
Matthew 6-33, "But seek
ye first the kingdom of
God, and his
righteousness; and all
these things.. shall be
added unto you." For
further . inforamtion


























bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size. 
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking













Purdom and Thurman Real Estate
1610 CATALINA DR.
Just Married? Retiring? or in between. Nice
three bedroom home on a lot large enough to pur-
sue your hobby of gardening or active sports
such as baseball or football. Quick possession.
Priced to sell fast, LOW 20's. Call Piwdom and
Thurman today - 753-4451 - and let us show you
this really neat home.
WASTED: A nice 3 bedroom home in the 30-40
thousand dollar price range, near high school.





Located Southside Court Square
Open Daily Monday Saturday
Phone 753-4451
Member Mull, 141mg Serrire anO Murray Calloway County Board ol Realtors
Crossword Puzzler
Answer to Thursday -sluzzle
.\,S.--/i),
tr
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WHAT WE do best is
care. Needline, 7534333.
3 Card Of Thanks
WORDS ARE inadequate
to express the thanks for
the many kindnesses





following the sudden and
untimely death of our
loved one, Douglas
Shoemaker. For • the
many cards, prayers,
food, flowers, and just




5 Lost And Found
LOST, STRAYED or















Salary, $2.40 per hour.
Excellent fringe
benefits. Must be in good
health. Experience and-
or knowledge in food
preparation preferred.
































needed. Send resume to




Salary, $4.04 per hour.




in small two or four










753-8624 after 5 p. m.
COOK WANTED day
shift. Colonial House.
Apply in person. No
phone calls.
WANTED SOMEONE to












worker. 5 pm. to 12




ORDINANCE NO. 21, BEING AN ORDINANCE
ANNE3flNG--138-THE-TOWN-OrMAZEL,-PZEPt-  -
TUCKY, CERTAIN TERRITORY ADJACENT
AND CONTIGUOUS THERETO AND
DESCRIBING SUCH TERRITORY BY MEETS
AND BOUNDS.
WHEREAS, at a regular meeting held on the
6th day of June, 1977, the Board of Trustees of the
Town of Hazel, Kentucky, heard a reading of Or-
dinance No. 20, which was an Ordinance
declaring the need, necessity, desirability and
intention of the Town of Hazel, Kentucky, to an-
nex the territory hereinafter described, said Or-
dinance No. 20 defining accurately the boun-
daries of the territory sought to be annexed; and
WHEREAS, at another regular meeting held
on the 7th day of July, 1977, another reading of
said Ordinance No. 20 was heard; and the Board
of Trustees of the Town of Hazel, Kentucky,
enacted Ordinance No. 20 hereinbefore referred
to; and
WHEREAS, a full, complete and correct copy
of said Ordinance No. 20 was published in ac-
cordance with Kentucky Revised Statutes 81.100
and 81.240 on June 8, 1977, June 15, 1977, and June
22, 1977, in the Ledger & Tunes newspaper. The
Ledger & Times is the daily newspaper
published in Murray, Kentucky, having the
largest circulation in said city; •and
WHEREAS, at least thirty days have tran-
spired since the date of the final adoption of Or-
dinance No. 20;
NOW, THEREFORE; BE IT ORDAINED BY
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE TOWN
OF HAZEL, KENTUCKY, AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1: That the following described
territory lying and being in Calloway County,
Kentucky, to wit:
Beginning 'at the northwest corner of the in-
tersection of Highway 641 and E. W. Miller Street
at the city limits of Hazel, Kentucky, on the nor-
th; thence north 300 feet; thence west 950 feet;
thence south 300 feet to the city limits; thence
west 200 feet; thence south and parallel to the
present corporate limits 2560 feet to a point 200
feet west of the southernmost corporate limits;
thence east 200 feet to Fifth Avenue; thence nor-
th and along Fifth Avenue and the west city
limits 2560 feet to the present corporate north
limits; thence east and along the present cor-
porate limits 950 feet to the northwest corner of
the intersection of Highway M1 and E. W. Miller
Street, the point of beginning, be and the Same is
hereby annexed to the town of Hazel, Kentucky.
Hereafter, the said described territory shall be
and now is a part of the Town of Hazel, Ken-
tucky, for any and all purRoses -whatsoever.
Section 2. This Ordinance shall take effect
from and after the date of final adoption by the
Board of Trustees of the Town of Hazel, Kerr
tucky.
Adopted on first reading on the 17th day of
August, 1977.
Adopted on second reading on the day
of 1977.
Cy Miller
Mayor, Town of Hazel, Kentucky
Attest:
W.B. Millstead 481-
























wanted. Send resume to
Box 32N, Murray.
MATURE WOMAN to
keep 3 children (first
grade, kindergarten and
baby) in my home 8-4:30
Monday through Friday,








PerS°Mai .nterriew only Must




from 7 p. m.-11 p. m. in





cluding home, 97 acres








14 Want To Buy




after 5 p. m.
USED STORAGE
building. Call 753-4508 or
753-1227.
WE BUY used trailers.
Call 1-4¢2-1918 or after 5,
443-854.
31LE-talki-131FIX M3E/
14 Want To tho
IRON BARBELLS and
barbell weights. Not
plastic coated type. Call
Puryear, 901-2474116
after 6 p. m.
WANT TO BUY used air
conditioner. Call Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 753-
1551.
WANT TO BUY - good




WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Call
753-5669.
15 Articles For Sale
PEA SHELLER& by
Magic Fingers. Shells 2
bushels an hour, $9.88.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tenn.
FOR SALE - high chair,








New Presto hot dog
cooker. Odessey 400 T.






NEW 1975 Yamaha 200,
electric. Only 200 miles.
Four months warranty
left. Also 16 ft. Cherokee




sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
1.
1972 anivrelat Malibu, 4 door, 28,000 miles.
1973 Pontiac Catalina
1975 Mercury Marquis, 4 door.
1977 Cadillac Sedan DeVille.
1977 Poetise Bonneville, 4 door.
1977 Oldsaiebne Cutlass Supreme Coupe.
1977 Oldsmobile 98 Regency
End of the 'fear Close Outs
on all 1977's
PURDOM
C4ds • Peelle' • Cadillac







MURRAY S ONLY CERTIFIED RESIDENTIAL BROKER
307 SO. 15TH ST.
Here's a neat little frame house on a beautiful
deep (75 x 400) lot. 3 bedrooms, washer and dryer
hook-up. Priced to sell at $23,000.
DOWD R TUCKER A Elul SERVICE REAL ESTATE FIRM
502 Maple, Murray, Ky. 753-4342
4 Professional Salespeople to Serve Yot
NIGHTS, WEEKENDS, HOLIDAYS
Joe L. Kennon  436-5676
Chuck Shuffett. . . . .  753-4560
Patricia Miller  7 5 3-7 50
Donald R. Tucker, C.R.B. . 753-1930




seasoned tobacco sticks ,
for sale. Call 901-247-
3318.
ONE REPOSSESSED G.
E. air conditioner. 6000




sticks, 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
USED REFRIGERATOR
Frigidaire 12 cu. ft.
Nice. Automatic defrost
refrigerator. Manual
defrost of freezer. $100.
Call 492-8702.
COLLECTORS ITEMS 5
complete sets of "Libby
Gold Leaf" glasses,
service for 8. From the
small brandy glass to
the large stein. Call
Mayfield, 623-8658.
MATCHING COUCH and
chair, girls almost new
bicycle, 8 x 12 shag rug
and pad. Like new. Call
' 753-4684.
USED GAS STOVE and





SHINGLES $13.50 sq. Roll
roofing $6.50 ea., 15 lb.
felt $5.00. Plywood 3'4"
at $9.00. 2-x 4's at 65
cents ea. Paneling 4 x 8
sheets over 80 selections
starting at $2.95 ea.
Wood Spindles at 5 cents
per inch. Paint.
Styofoam insulation
1,2" and 1" 4 x 8 sheets.
Doors starting at $5.00
ea. Bathroom vanities
and wall board. Tomato
stakes at 6 cents per It.
New shipment of safes
from.$25.00 and up. Used
office desks starting at
$40.00, used office chairs
starting at $10.00. Steel
pipe several sizes at 15
cents a lb. Closet cedar 4
x 8 sheets for $3.75 to
$6.00. Fiberglass at 12
cents to 27 cents per sq.
ft. for green houses,
patios, carports, skir-
ting for average trailer
$60.00. Ross & Tuck
Salvage Mdse. Inc. P.O.
Box 88 Martin, Tn. 38237,
phone 901-587-2420. Open
on Sat. until 3:00.
MMATO JUICERS, no
pre cooking, no pealing.
Does a bushel in 30
minutes. $19.88. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
LUMP OR EGG coal
delivered. Call or write
Edward Ipock Route 2,
Providence, Ky. Phone
249-3019 or 667-5030.
275 GALLON fuel-oil tank.
Sound. Call 474-2390.
GAS STOVE, 30 gallon
gas hot water heater and
portable black and white
T. V. Call 436-5420.
16 Home Furnishings
CHINA CABINET, Tell
City Solid hard rock
maple, $200. Maple






Call from 4 p. m. 753-
3555.
ONE USED 12 ft. frost
free Gibson refrigerator
in good condition. Call
498-8370.
ONE It CUBIC foot G. E.
refrigerator freezer,














box springs. Cheap. Call




springs. Breakfast set, 2
hide-a-bed sofas, with
matching chair,- and
1977 RCA console color
solid state T. V.753-1673.
PORTABLE BLACK and
white T. V., $60. Stack
washer and dryer, $75.






ROYAL GAS cook stove
and oven. Like new $50.
Call 436-2149.
COMPLETE BEDROOM
suit, solid wood. Electric
guitar and amp.







209 Colors of Pater-
nayan needlepoint
yarns, 9 cents strand or
$1,70 ounce (of one
color). 129 colors Elsa
Williams crewel em-
broidery yarns. Com-
plete color lige of
Columbia Minervic4 ply
yarns, Hardanger and
Aida cloth for counted
thread embroidery.
Three types linen- on
bolts. Complete line
latch hook rug patterns
and yarns. Kits and
complete line of ac-
cessories for each
needle art or needle
work. 15 per cent
discount for senior
cittsens. Time: Monday
thru Saturdays 10 a. m.
to 9 p. m., Sundays 1-9.
NM=
ELECTROLUX SALES




45 JOHN DEERE com-
bine, 42'6" power take
off auger. Grafty flow




picnic table with ben- •
• chez. Call 753-0398.
-
1 9 6 7 MASSE
FERGUSON 135 tractor,
discs, blade, bushog,
and 3 bottom plows.
Excellent condition.
84,500.00 firm. Call 753-
8563 evenings.
dRA IN BINS, grain
dryers, grain buildings,
grain augers. Agri-
Products has them all!




live well and dry




Phone 753-5739 after 5 p.
m.
16'2 FT.- CATAMARAN
sail boat with 27 ft.





boat. 5'14 horse Johnson
motor. Good condition.
Call 7S8-1000.
8 FT. BRUNSWICK pool
table. Excellent con-
dition. $200. Tape player
with FM, $35. Call 751-
9400.
14' v-Borrom Polar-
craft fishing boat. 12 h.
p. Elgin motor and
trailer. Minn-Kota
trolling motor. All for
$375. See at 1310 Doran
Rd. or call 753-5287.
141/2 FF. STEURY bass
boat. 1975 70 h. p.
Johnson, 2 fuel tanks, 2
batteries, Motor Guide
trolling motor and tilt





16 FT. CAMPER pull
type. Oven-stove, porta-
potty, sink, self con-
tained, sleeps 6. Like
new. $1,600. 1975 model
Marlin boat, 135
Evinrude, gold-white
metal flake. Trailer with
chrome wheels, 84,200
1976 Grand Prix SJ.
$4,595. Fully equipped.
Call 753-6015 or 753-6345.
WHEELER CAMPER,
sleeps 8. $900, Ski boat,
trailer and motor. $450.




Also hardware sails and
accessories. Ky. Lake















finish. 82200. Call 753-
9458.
PIANOS and
'organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lonardo
Piano Company, across






Arne Catty Wise Illessin
Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
Nom do..•41 aged •••••••4 ever 10
rows. Do set awv amIrsel NMI se
Is flatbed.







PURDOM and THURMAN REAL ESTATE
CASH PLANNING IMPORTANT
If you are considering the
purchase of your first home,
you should also consider
taking a close look at your
financial balance sheet so
that your decision will be
one of pleasure rather than
pain.
Items to take into con-
sideration are, first and
foremost, wthe down
payment, settlement fees
and moving costs. These will
make the biggest dent in
your savings. You should
have enough rupargirr-to-
draw on for such items as
furniture, carpeting, storm
windows, etc., if needed.
After figuring what yo:r
mortgage payments veil be,
10/bN
don't forget to add on the
cost of utilities and services.
that may be included in the
rent you are non paying.
FHA and VA mortgages, if
available, can be used to
keep the down paymen
t
low. And don I be shy about
asking your Iteaitor to spell
out all the dosing costs in
advance - on paper. Finan-
cial surprises you don't
need?
Consulting with peopa,
about their real estate needs
is our speo.iits Drop by Pin-
, dom & Thurman on tbe
-court square Of crill Pat
Mobley -13-4451 Or 753-





wheels and tires. $40
each. Call 43V2149.
UNFINISHED large oak
icebox, $135. Six ft.
poplar bed with mat-
ching dresser, $140.
Poplar wig dresser, 895-







made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all mattresses,
Healthopedic or foam.










console. Less than 90
days old. E-Z monthly
payments. J and B
Music - Magnavox, 753-
7575.
ONE REPOSSESSED G.
E. 19" color T. V. $19 per




with turntable and FM
stereo radio- and track
tape player. $13 per
month WAC. For in-
formation call 753-0595.
27 Mobile Home Sales





see to appreciate. Call
753-9785.
12 x 60 2 BEDROOM





1972 TORONADO 12x IL.
City water and gas,
underpinned and ready






123 bedroom l'es baths,
all electric. With many
extras. Call 901-885-2222.
1975 12 x 58 SAVANNAH
mobile home and lot
near Aurora. Call 474-
2378 after 5:30.
DOUBLE WIDE mobile
home, 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, living, dining
room, and den. Call 489-
2181.
FOR SALE - 12 x 60
Windsor. Good con-
dition. Lots of cabinets
and large closets, solid
walnut paneling. Most
furniture including
washer and dryer to
stay. Call 753-9785 after 4
p. m.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
TWO BEDROOM mobile
home located 3 miles
South of Murray. Call
753-9539 after 6 p. m.
30 Business Rentals
FOR SALE OR RENT
4000 sq. ft. office and
warehouse. Will finance
for qualified buyer. Call
753-7244 after 6 p. m.
CLEAN UP SHOP, 4 car.
In Hazel. Call 492-9785.4
OFFICE SPACE con-
sisting of 2 rooms and
bath, central heat and
air. Phone 753-3744 days
or 753-0614 nights.
31 Want To Rent
COUPLE WANTS to rent
house in country. Call





Murray or Hardin ayea.
Call 435-1455.





miles from Murray on
Ky. Lake. References
and damage deposit
required. Rent $130 per
month. Couples only or
small family. Call 502-





single. Inquire 100 South
13th..
33 Rooms For Rent
ONE SLEEPING room
for nice college girl. Call
7534861.





34 Houses For Rent
FOUR ROOM house, hot
and cold water. Call 492-
8360 after 5 p. m.
ITS - COUNTRY, 2





storage, large lot and





months old. Never bred.
250 lbs. $100 each. Call
753-0804 after 7 p. m.
REGISTERED Angus
bull from Key Farms
herd. 2+ years old.
Extra nice. Perry
Harrison, Route 2, 753-
1623.
REDUCED BY $4000 - Only $49,500 for this
lovely brick veneer home on 2 acres, only 3 miles
from city on Hwy. 683 off 94 W. Approximately
175' highway frontage. This is a quality home
with 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, entry hall, formal
living room, large family room with fireplace,
built-in bookshelves. Large double garage with
storage room. 15 fruit trees planted this spring.
This price is less than replacement cost.
BOYD-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
105 N. 12th Street
Andre Moody 753-9036




B. B. Hook .. 753-2387
I.
AiroR•




Make Money By Saving!
1. How can you make money?
Ans. You can make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unneeded items that are
gathering dust in your basement, attic and garage and putting them up for sale.
2. How can you save money?
Ans. You can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that the classified
ad department of the Ledger & Times is having during the month of August to sell all those items
you have gathered together.
3. How good a business person are you?
Ans. You can prove that you are good in business by running your business advertising on the
Classified Pages of the Ledger & Times during the month of August. Every fourth day your
classified ad will run FREE regardless of sire. This means that you save the entire cost of your ad
every fourth day. Prices remain the same as usual and you receive an the usual discounts. If you
are a regular customer of the classified section and your advertising is already scheduled for
August you will automatically receive the benefits from this sale.
4. What are the details of this sale?
Ans. The sale is open to everyone;
The Sale is open to everyone, for every
section on the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as thermeet the following requirements:
v Ads must run three consecutive days.
t No-changes will be made in copy.
v Paid days will run first.
v No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before ex-
piration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads
















5. What do you gain from this sal!?
Ans. YOU SAVE MONEY. There is no way you can lose if you sell the item you advertise. You save
money on your business advertising and gain the advantage of advertising in the most well read
section of the newspaper. The amount of money you can save is determined only by the amount
of advertising you decide td do.
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE:
. tall 753-1916 Or 75,3-1917 to place your ad.
•"" •
ritt





. and 20 gallon aquarium
‘Aith stand Call 753-1700
AMERICAN ESKIMO




years old. $25. Good with
auldren. Must go to
good home. Call 437-4493
after 5 or weekends.
.AKC REGISTERED
Female Cocker. Foui
months old. Blonde with





ready to go. Call 901-648-
5774 after 5 p. m.
AKC REGISTERED
Dachshund, 7 weeks old,
male, $65. Call 753-8706.
ONE HEN AND 9 half
grown chickens. White
rock. $1.50 each, Call
753-0804 after 7 m
WATERMELONS






Sale, 508 Richardson Dr.
Saturday, 8-4. Good used
infant and preschool
clothes. Baby furniture,
stroller, car seat. Ladies
clothes, size 10 4,nd 12.
Men's clothing.
Miscellaneous items.
YARD SALE - 201 !man.
August 20. Brand new
picnic table, 8' long,
practically new Sears 3
shelf white wicker
bathroom shelf and
baby car seat. Baby
clothes, twin bed,
miscellaneous furniture,
electric shaver and lots
of other items. In case of
rain, held following
Saturday.
TWO PARTY Yard Sale,






items. Odds and ends.
Saturday 9-4. 105 South
14th.
MOVING SALE. 7' Early
American couch and end
table. Cheap. Stereo, 26"
bike, 3 fire detectors,





Size 8, etc. Saturday 8-8.
Hain or shine. 700
Broad.
MOVING SALE,
Saturday 20th, 21/2 miles




'fall stock being added.
Children's good school
clothing, cheap. $2.00
sack sale continues on
clothing, etc. Saturday,
Bargain Barn, 13th and
Main, 8-2.
GARAGE SALE, 113 N.




YARD SALE, 530 South
7th Street August 20
From 10-4 p m
YARD SALE, 16042
Martin Chapel Road.




YARD SALE Friday 1-6,
Saturday 9-5. One
portable and one console
T. V., swing set, chest,
miscellaneous items. 512 •
South 13th.
YARD SALE, 807 Sunny
Lane. Starts at 9 a. m.
Saturday August 20.
BIG FOUR PARTY Yard
Sale - Friday and
Saturday. Billy Green's,
6 miles from city limits
on Highway 121 South;
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Oil Change & Lube
Special
$880
All Repair Must Meet Your Satisfaction
For Appointments Ph. 759-1200 or 753-9142
SHELL CAR CARE CENTER




YARD SALE, 312 N. 6th.
Friday and Saturday. 7
a.m . -? Clothes, 10
speed, glassware, Avon
bottles, Ho..,sehold




August 19, 8-? In case of
rain will be August 26.
43 Real Estate
Highway Grocery Store
& Cafe - doing a good
business, living quar-
ters, stock, and fix-
tures included.





with utilities and per-
mits for expansion.
Good return on in-
vestment.
Residential Building
lots in choice locations
at popular prices.
Ws Woo a choice of new 3
bedrooms kick hank in Lys-
mood Estates and harrie.
Acres .id goolity booms Os
other ports of nig county kW
city.
Call us for information and
let us show you these homes













HOUSE AND 412 acres
only 5 minutes from city
limits. House recently
been redecorated inside





location. Priced to sell
















New 3 bedroom brick,
bath and half, lan-
dscaped, garage, wall



















WE HAVE recently listed
several homes priced in
the $20's. Some of the
feattires in these homes





HOME AND 'I ACRES
located '2 mile south of
South Pleasant Grove










Priced in the 30's. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-1222 or come by our
conveniently located
office at 711 Main Street.
LOVE TREES? Then you
will love this beautiful 4
bedroom home with 31.2





garage, 4 miles from
city limits on . blacktop.
Has carpet, kitchen with
built-ins. What more is
there? Shown by ap-
pointment only. $65,000.
Guy Spann Realty, 901
Sycamore, 753-7724.




Washer & dryer con-
-nections in use now. One
large 12' x 12' storage
building insulated and
lined, one x 8' steel
storage shed. All on four
nice lots 100' x 220'. Just
3 minutes away from





"Your Key To Nappy
House Notting"
711 Main 753-1222
WE HAVE several pieces
of lake • -property
available including
some choice water front
lots. Ask to see our
water front lots right on
the lake. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., 753-0101 or 753-
7531.
LIKE NEW 3 bedroom
brick on a large land-
scaped lot. Many extras.




ROAD - 4 year old brick
veneer just 5 minutes
north of Murray just off
641 N on large 100' x 200'
lot. 3 bedrooms, car-
peting and drapes
throughout, built-in
electric range, gas heat,
central air. Very livable
and affordable at
$27,900. Call or come by





South 1 21h at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 753.1061
SOUTHERN ACCENT
This home provides plenty for the family that en-
joys space for every member. Five bedrooms,
formal dining room, 2 fireplaces. This is one of
Murray's most elegant older homes with
beautiful wood carved stairway and mantles.
Priced in the 40's. Immediate Possession.
®KOP`PERUD
REALTY RI
Pb. 753-1222 711 Male
„
43 Real Estate
48 ACRES ON Highway
1836, approxunately 35
acres tendable. Hill
Adams farm Call 489-
2131.
REDUCED TO $12,500
about 6 acres,. 7 miles
east off 94 on Hale Road.
Nice building spot near
Murray and Ky. Lake.
98 acres near lake, road
on two sides. Good
developing property or




Luxurious 4 bedroom, 2
bath -home in excellent
neighborhood Central
gas heat, central
electric air, den with
fireplace, LARGE
bedrooms, abundant
closets, gas grill on
patio, well landscaped
lawn with lots of
TREES. Priced in the
40's. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222 for more in-
formation.
NEAR THE UNIVER-
SITY - The price is right
and so is the location,
close to the university on
quiet residential street.
Four bedrooms and 2
baths with lots of living
area. Fenced backyard
and living room with
fireplace are some of the
extra features. Priced in
the 20's. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222, or come by our
conveniently located
office at 711 Main Street.
CUTE BUNGALOW -
located only '2 block






garden area. This is art
unequalled housing
opportunity so better act
fast! Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222. We are working
hard to provide the best
possible service to you.
THRIFTY THINKING -
Just listed this economic
and comfortable 2
bedroom brick home on
large lot 6 mires west of
Murray. Solid con-
struction, hardwood
floors, low utility bills
and a very neat home







property at 15th and










is for the person that is
looking to the future.














boat dock. For more
information, call or
come by 105 N. 12th,
BOYD MAJORS REAL
ESTATE, 753-8080.
TAKE A LOOK AT ME! A
nice three bedrucan
older home located on a
large lot. Includes a full
basement and two car
detached garage. This
fine brick home is
located at 701 Sycamore.
Call today for an ap-
pointment to look at this




Main St., Murray, 753-





202 Ninth 4th Street
Moo 733-2313
44 lots For Sale
FLORIDA LOT for sale.




FIVE ACRE wooded lot
for sale. Call 492-8178,
45 Farms For Sale
97 ACRE FARM, 2
bedroom home an.
outbuilding. One mile S.
E. of Almo. Call 753-8555
after 5 p. m.
35.5 ACRES, all fenced. 30
acres tendable. Three
ponds, 1 stock barn. Six
miles from Murray.
$38,000. Call 753-2280.
46. Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM
frame house. Den carpet
r and insulated. Lot 55 x
250. 419 South 8th. Call
753-4138 after 6 p. m.
weekdays.
BY OWNER 3 bedroom
brick on large lot. Five
miles South on 121. Call
753-7708.










'HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE




Prepare the surface with the BLUE LUSTRE
DIRT BUSTER high pressure washer No more
tedious scraping scrubbing torching The BLUE
LUSTRE DIRT BUSTERS 550 psi of cleaning and
rinsing power lifts away loose. blistering paint, dirt
and grime from exterior surfaces Portable, easy to
use, it hooks up to an ordinary garden hose
Before you paint, rent the BLUE LUSTRE DIRT
BUSTER arid let it do the dirty work for you
Rent Re GREAT 'OUTDOORS GLEANING MACHINE
Murray Monte Si Auto
Chestovt St.
46 Homes For Sale
IMMEDIATE OC-
CUPANCY 3 bedroom, 2






BY OWNER 3 bedroom,
14i bath, family room-
kitchen, wall to wall
carpet, 3 walk-in closets,
economical gas central
heat, central air with
thermostatically con-









Large 3 and 4 bedrooms.
Fine quality. Will
consider a trade to help
with finances. Call 753-
3672.
TWO STORY aluminum
siding house within two
blocks of university.
Call 753-6501 for ap-
pointrnent.
BY OWNER - 3 or 4
bedroom, 2 baths, cen-
tral heat and sir, hilly
carpeted, near univer-
sity and Robertson






bike, like new with
extras, or trade for car.
Call 436-2216.
1975 HONDA CL-360. Less
than 1,000 miles. Brand












FOR SALE Mai wheels,
Chevrolet 14 in. $90. 40
in. electric stove, $40.
Call 489-2190.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1960 PONTIAC, 4 door.
Power steering and
brakes. Sound body and
tires. Good for work or
fishing. Call 753-0851.
LOCAL CARS - 1971
Caprice Classic, loaded
less than 60,000 miles,
also new 1977 Cordoba
with 1-top, loaded, less
than 4,000 miles. 1975
Dodge pickup. double
power, less than 40,000
miles. Call 436-5680.
49 Used Cars & Trucks




air condition, new tires,
spare never been down.




Caprice, 4 door hardtop,
power brakes and
steering. Air condition, 6
way electric seat.
Brown-beige vinyl roof.
Very nice car. No rust -
$1595. New tires. Call
753-4174.
1976 SERIES C60
Chevrolet with 10 yard
ranger garbage packer.
1970 Chevrolet with 13
yard packer. 1968 Ford
C800 with 16 yard
packer. Approximately
50 containers. 1k2, 2 and
3 yard. Contact Leo
King, King Disposal 901-
642-7842 after 6 p. m.
1977 MUSTANG 11,2 door.




tires and air condition.
Call 753-5532.
FOR RENT - New
economy car, full-size




Carlo with air. $2600.
Call 474-2375 after 2 p.
m.
49 Used Cais & Trucks
1967 PONTIAC with air,
steering and brakes.
Also 1965 Chevelle 454, 4
speed. Call 753-3068 after
7 p.
1976 CAMARO RED with
Ralley wheels and tape
player. 15,000 miles. Call
753-6132.
1974 VEGA GT Hat-
chback. Automatic with
air. One owner. 39,000
miles. Excellent con-














steering and brakes. Tilt
wheel. Cruisamatic,
AM-FM radio, 8 track





1968 International 2 ton
with grain bed and hoist.
Both in good condition.
Call 492-8877.
1972 YAMAHA 80, electric
start, excellent shape,
$235. 1972 Vega, new
clutch, $425. Double





floored, reeky to ems. Or • 11-bild led arro. Camdete and
reedy to weed& INS apt. Will samderd, MO ell preset me oloo
seeded. Sop Ds rest Doe owe to Ontest OeD mot by, the lest
for less. INIKT POOTAKI OOLUMNOS 7S34104
A Peaceful Beauty
A lovely 3 bedroom, 2 bath home in a quiet and peaceful
neighborhood. This home has family room, fireplace,
double garage with opener, heat pump and lots of extras.




Loretta fobs - 753-4479 Oil Payee - 793-97114
Helen Span. -7s3-4s7, Ikenda tones - 75341644
*Antique AuCtion*
Thursday, August 25th irt 10:00 e.m. at our AUCTION MART in Kuttawa, KY. We are
on Hwy. 62 L 641 M Lyon County, 36 mks east from Paducah, KY or 9
0 miles south
from Evansvilio, Ind.
Those items came to me directly from London, England for no reason except to he
sold "no minimum." Come and enjoy the festivities 
during Founders Day Week
Inspection: Wed. 24th noon to 4:30
Items include: pine chest - carved dressing table -2 complete bedroom suites
- hexagonal table - carved mahogany server - barley twist gateleg table - oak
buffet - 5 pieces of colored glass - oak extending table - rare mahogany chest
with columns - oak large seat hallstand - mahogany chifforeer - large white
marble top washstand -6 pc. oak dining room suite - carved oak buff ett - set car-
ved Jacobean chairs - oak hallstand with cupboard - barley twist sideboard -
wicker chair - wicker plant stand - oak dropleaf table -Sheritan inlaid wardrobe
- carved mahogany dresser - set of 6 carved chairs - cocktail cabinet - several
coal boxes - E.P.N.S meat dish - mahogany & rnaplewood chest - sea chest -
commodes - Victorian pedestal sideboard - set of 4 Hepplewhite style chairs
several sets of oak carved dining chairs - mahogany Pembroke table - Queen
Anne sideboard - Jacobean bureau - mirror back Jacobean sideboard - 1 oak
and 1 mahogany grarnaphone - oak secretary cabinet - corner walnut cabinet -
several oak dropleaf tables - mahogany dropleaf table - Astra glazed China
cabinet - Queen Anne china cabinet - Victorian writing table - leaded carved
secretary cabinet - oak roll top desk - walnut duchess dressing table -
mahogany dumb waiter - padfoot gateleg table - black onyx washstand -
Sheritan inlaid washstand walnut bow fronted cabinet - carved Victorian arm-
chair - Windsom chair - copper tooped pub table - Serpentine fronted cabinet -
piecrust edge table - walnut china cabinet - Jacobean washstand - Victorian hall
stand - several gateleg tables - 7 various hallstands, all with beautiful carved
wood and marble - cheese dish - wood and brass candlesticks - rare sets of car-
nival glass - several heavy beveled mirrors -3 pieces of cut glass - 1 set of hand
painted vases - 2 game machines - wine table - meat platters - several fire fen-
ders - carved 3 mirrored wardrobe - fire screens - clocks, Nepolean, chime,
Westinini.ster chiming, and marble-cake stand - pitcher and bowl sets - several
silver items - rosewood extending table - Queen Anne table and chairs - wicker:
slipper box - pianos including one ebony, one overstrung mahogany and one Vic-
torian walnut - Jacobean mirror - Sold watches.
Thomas White & Sons
Auction & Realty
Refuse. By. (582) 388-7251 or night 388-18811
6 • 0:121etfiV *1
:(






























49. Used Cars) Trucks




Datsun 2 dok 4 speed,




Call after 6:30, 436-2439.
1976 3/4 TON Chevrolet
Silverado pickup truck.
Less than 25,000 miles.
Clean, power steering
and brakes, air, radio.
Bed carpeted. Perry
Harrison, Route 2, 753-
1623.
1951 CHEVY pickup






brown, all power, sun
roof, new tires. Call 753-
9635, after 5 753-0981




I R, power steering, brakes
ton and air. Rocket wheels,
'1st. new tires, new air
on. shocks. Good clean car.








ILE .4 16. M 31ED
49. Usen Cars & Trucks
1971 TORINO GT. Power
steering, air, 2 door
hardtop. Dark Green.
Call 527-8273 after 4:00.
1973 PONTIAC Grand
Am. Two door. Air
conditioned. AM-FM
stereo radio. Call 753-
0443, after 5 p. m.
1971 DODGE van, low
mileage. Call 1-527-8551.
1973 MAVERICK 2 door, 6
cylinder, automatic
shift, power steering, air-
condition. Call 753-3751.
1973 BUICK REGAL. All







miles. $1000. Call 753-
2987.
1961 INTERNATIONAL 2
ton truck. Good con-
dition. Call 1-345-2291.
1968 BUICK Le Sabre.
Four door. Local one
owner. Call 753-4010.





The City of Murray Police Depart-
ment will accept sealed bids until
p.m. August 31, 1977 on Walkie
Talkies. The specifications may be
picked up at the office of the Chief of
Police between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. un-
til the deadline. All bids- should be
submitted to City Clerks Office, City
Hall Building, Murray, Ky. 42071.
FA
FACT




$75. 1963 Volkswagen, -
runs good, $150. Stereo
and tables. Call 474-2342






1964 Novo 2 door hard-
top, new white letter
tires, mag wheels, 6
cylinder automatic,
engine rebuilt. $850.
1963 Ford Van, $650.
1965 Chevrolet pickup,
long bed, excellent 283
V-8 engine, heavy duty
factory 4 speed tran-
smission. $650. Call









1975 DODGE V-8, pickup,
38,000 miles. Good tires.
Excellent condition. Call
924-5291 after 6 p. m.
1969 Dotson 2000 five
speed sports car. Needs
work. New top last year.
Radials less than 4,000











"SORRY, 51R, BUT EA41610/.1 CON-







124 and Route 68, Cadiz,
Ky. Call 522-8507.
SIX PACK campet4' x 6',
50 lb. icebox, table,
closet and storage
space, and sleeps 2
comfortably. Fits
Datsun pickup. $375.
1631 Farmer Ave. or call
753-0475.
WHITES °CAMPER
SALES located 4 miles
East of Murray, on
Highway 94 toward
Kenlake. Both new and
used. Bank financing
available. Open 7 days






exterior. By the hour or








struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.








exterior. Also dry wall














Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
51 Services Offered
ELECTRICAL WIRING -
home or industrial. Call











steam or dry foam
method. Servicemaster
has been cleaning the
finest homes for over 30
yebrs, and are Number 1
in the professional
cleaning business today.
For a special in-
troductory offer for July










Company Inc. Air con-














roofs sealed, and Alcoa
aluminum house siding
& trim. Call Jack








436-2712 after 6 p.m.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane.- Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
CUSTOM CARPET Care.
Steam clean one room at
Scents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
$8.00. Call 753-0359.
1.&M Blacktopping, seal




ficient service. NO job
toO small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
51 Services Offered
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor





437-4533 or after 8 p
354-8161 or 354-8138.
TREE TRIMMING and
removal. 11 years ex-
perience. Call 436-2294.
LAM Blacktopping, seal
coating and repairs. For
estimates call 753-1537.
ELECTRICAL WIRING


















by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor






NEED TREES cut, or
light hauling. Call 753-
4707.
DO YOU NEED stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stumps? We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips,
Call for free estimate,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
WILL HAUL LIME or





dog, less than 1 year old.
Part Border Collie. Call
753-4348 after 5 p.m.
..
Want Ad
The Classified Ad section of the
having a sale on classified ads all
1977. The Sale is open to everyone
classified page, small reader ads
long as they meet the following requirements:
v- Ads must run three
,.. No changes will be
,-- Paid days will
A-- No rebate will be given if ad is
All Standard Rates On
And Classified Ads Will
































Selling your property? Here is why you shotild list your property w
ou deserve the very best servi 'table. And we ar
We have the most effective advertising program
tiered by any Realtor in West Kentucky.
ur advertising agency has researched the
markets to determine those areas losing their
Michigan
DETROIT NEWS, DETROIT FREE PRESS, GRAND RAPIDS PRESS,
LANSING STAR JOURNAL
Ohio
CINCINNATI ENQUIRER, CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER, COLUMBUS
DISPATCH, CANTON REPOSITORY, TOLEDO BLADE
ca ere appear e
population. These people are moving-they
are potential buyers for your property.
Our -advertising of your property reaches




Our commercial listings appear in the mid-west
edition of the WALL STREET JOURNAL
Our advertising is currently appearing in the
following newspapers: -
Illinois
DANVILLE COMMERCIAL NEWS, SPRINGFIELD JOURNAL-REGISTER, DECATUR
HEMP-REVIEW, PEOMALJOURNAL-STAR
Indiana
EVANSVILLE COURIER & PRESS, FORT WAYNE JOURNAL GAZETTE
& NEWS INDIANAPOLIS STAR NEWS, SOUTH BEND TRIBUNE
Wisconsin MILWAUKEE JOURNAL
you are looking to buy-Here is why you should look to Quality Realty Co.
FAC
FACT
We have under contract more than S11 million worth of property.
We have property in Calloway, Marshall, Livingston, Caldwell,
Trigg, and McCracken Counties Plus- We have choice lake properties.
We can give you a wide selection to choose from PLUS we also offer
Multiple Listings Services.
We are a part of Murray 
and we are a part of Calloway
County. We now have two full 
time salespersons living in
Calloway County and are, in 
the very near future, three ad-
ditional Calloway residents 
will be employed for Murray-
Calloway County. Quality Re
alty Co. is a member of the
Murray Chamber of Comm
erce.
•
Our Murray-Calloway County number is 753-9625 or call















Volney Brien, Mgr. - 527-9678
It's very simple-We want to be your real estate company
ai•






SitiA ices for James
,J C.1 Barnhill will be held
Saturday at two p.m. at the
Shady Grove Baptist Church.
Burial '..ill follow in the
church cemetery with the
arrangements by Ridgeway
Morticians of Pans; Tn.,
here friends may call.
Mr. Barnhill, age 50, was
pronounced dead on arrival at
12. 45 a.m. Thursday at the
Henry County General
Hospital. Paris, Tn. His death
as due to an apparent heart
attack.
The deceased was a resident
of 511 North Market Street,
Paris, Tn., and was owner of
the Barnhill Fina Service
Station there. He was em-
ployed at the Paris
Manufacturing Company for
several years.
Born September 10, 1926, he
was the son of Travis and
iDaisy Grathwell Barnhill of
Buchanan, Tn., who survive,
along with his wife, the former
Betty M. Phifer, to whom he
ikas married in 1966. He is also
survived by two sons, Mike
Barnhill. Route One,
Springville:_ Tn., and Johnny
Barnhill, Paris, Tn., and two
brothers, Johnny Franklin
Barnhill and William G.
Billy Barnhill, Paris. Tn.
Steven E. Farmer
Dies At Age 16
From Injuries
The 'funeral for Steven E.
Farmer. 16 year old grandson
of Mr. and Mrs. R. D.
McKinney of Dexter Route
One, is being held today at two
p.rh. at the chapel of _the
Lindsey Funeral Home,
Paducah. with Bro. 0. D.
McKendree officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Danny McKinney, Richard
Wallace, David Wallace, Jim
Farmer, Bobby McKinney,
and Albert Turner. Burial will
follow in the Woodlawn
Memorial Gardens, Paducah.
Mr. Farmer died Sunday at
Belmont Hospital. Pontiac,
Mich., after having suffered
injuries in, an automobile
accident. He was a resident of
2083 Capitol Street, Warren,
Mich., and was a member 6f
the Churcb of Christ. Born
June 22, 1962, in Illinois, he
was the son of Cecil Farmer
and Joy McKinney Farmer,
who survive.
• The young man is survived
by his parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Farmer, and two brothers,
Mike and Donald Farmer, all
of Warren. Mich.; his grand-
parents. Mrs. Beddie Farmer.
Paducah, and Mr. and Mrs. R.




The St. John's Baptist
Church will observe its annual
Senior Citizens* Day at the
10:45 a.m. worship hour on
Sunday. August 21.
Speaker for the morning will
be the Rev. E. Pullen, a
retired minister of the East
View Baptist Church,
Madisonville.
The public is invited to
attend, according to the
pastor, the Rev. C. E. Tirn-
berlake..
STREET SIGN INSPECTION—Murray City Mayor John Ed Scott was presented with a
written report on a street sign inspection in the city, done as an Eagle Scout service
project by Jonathan S. Noffsinger, of Murray. Noffsinger is a life scout with Troop 77.
The report lists a number of streets with problems due to improper street signs, or the
lack of street signs. Scouts assisting in the project were Doug Crafton, Claude Johnson,
Craig Johnson, Mark Young, John Hart, Chris Fazy, Jeffrey Carruthers, Joe Kim Harmon,
Wayne Higgins, Kenny Parish, Danny Flemming, and Eddie Betsworth.
Walnut Grove Church
Plans Homecoming
The Walnut Grove Baptist
Church in Stewart County,
Tn., will hold its annual
homecoming services on
Sunday, August 21, with
Sunday School at ten a.m.,
morning worship gt eleven
a.m., basket dinner at noon,
and gospel singing in the af-
ternoon.
All members and former
members and friends are




The annual Old Salem
Cemetery day will be held
Sunday,' August 21, at the
cemetery, located southeast of
Murray, on the old Concord
Road.
Jack Dodd, Perk Parker,
Relmon Wilson,. James
Carroll. and Charles Rains,
members of the cemetery
committee, urge all interested
persons to come and bring
their donations for the upkeep
of the cemetery or mail them
to one of the committee.
Rev. J. M. Harris
To Speak Sunday
At Calvary Temple
The Rev. J. Marland Harris
will speak at the 11:00 a.m.
and 7:30 p.m worship ser-
vices on Sunday. August 21, at
Calvary Temple FirSt Pen-
tecostal Church of God, Hwy.
641 So.
Mrs. Linda Sta41s- will be
directing the choir as they
sing, "I've Never Seen the
Righteous Forsaken" and
"Come Holy Spirit."
Sunday School will be at
10:00 a.m. with nursery
provided and classes for all
ages.
Sunday afternoon at two
p.m. will be the regular
monthly rest home service at
Westview Nursing Home.
The Youth Groups will meet
at 6:00 p.m. Sunday.
The Annual Convention of
the Tennessee District of the
Pentecostal Church of God
will be held at Calvary
Temple, Thursday night and
all day Friday, August 25 and
26.
Visitors are welcome to
attend any or all of these
services, Rev. Harris said.
The Rev. Julian Warren will
be the speaker at the revival
services to be held at the
Coles Camp Ground United
Methodist Church starting
Sunday, August 21, and con-
tinuing through Friday,
August 26. Services will be at
7:30 each evening7'lac-
cording to the church
pastor. the Rev. Fred kench.
Rev. Warren is pastor of the






Fellowship will hold a Slave
Day on Saturday, August 20,
from eight a.m. to three p.m.
Young people from Cold-
water, Mt. Carmel, and Mt.
Hebron United Methodist
Churches will do all types of
work on Saturday. Anyone
who has an add job for one of
the group is asked to call 489-
2371 during the day.
Guest "-speaker at the
gospel meeting to be held at
the Dexter Church of Christ
will be Bro. John Dale,
minister of the Sevuth and
Poplar Church of Christ,
Murray. Services will be held
at 730 each evening from
Sunday, August 21, through





The Sinking Spring Baptist
Church will hear the pastor,
the Rev. Lawson Williamson,
speak at both the eleven a.m.
and 7:15 p.m. services on
Sunday, August 21. Ron
McAlister, deacon of the
week, will assist in the mor-
ning service.
"Don't. Let The Song Go Out
Of Your Heart" will be the
selection -to be sung by the
Adult Choir, •directed by
Tommy Scott with Mrs. Scott
at the piano and Mrs._ Jim
Neale at the organ.
The youth will meet at 5:30
p.m. for choir- practice and
will sing in the evening ser-
vice.
. Sunday School will be at ten
a.m. and Church:Training at
6:30 p.m.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be Dot Morton, Willie
Vance, and Loretta Adams.
Home Loan Money Is Available
FrjJAI HOUS,NG
LENDER
For The Best Home Loan
You'll Find Anywhere — See Us
Murray (i3, ranch
g(ophirts vdIe
c7;deral Saw/1gs & otoan
016•LIONJIMG
LENDER
7111 %Irian • Phone 7.5.3-7921
.6,per••••00-.-4- .4 j"""41 "
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State Appeals Court Reverses
Damage Award For False Arrest
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
$150,000 damage award to a
Middlesboro woman who contended she
was falsely arrested as a shoplifter was
reversed today by the Kentucky Court
of Appeals.
It ordered a new trial for Mrs. Wanda
Rice on appeal of SuperX Drugs of
Kentucky and Leslie Rowland, a clerk
at the Middlesboro store.
The three-judge panel said Mrs. Rice
is not entitled to $75,000 in punitive
damages awarded by Bell Circuit
Court.
It said that after a new trial, if the
jury finds the woman was detained at
the store without probable cause, only
compensatory damages for mental
suffering and embarrassment) should
be awarded.
-If probable cause to detain Mrs.
Rice did exist, then she shall be
awarded only nominal damages and
her costs," the appellate court said.
The unanimous decision involved
Mrs. Rice's detention as she was
shopping with a 12-year-old daughter.
110
"It is likely that the astonomical
verdict in this case is attributable in
part to this error," they said.
The appeals court also noted that no
vile language or violent threats were
made against Mrs. Rice, that she was
offered the use of a telephone to call any
person she wished and that she was
allowed to go out through the back of
the store to avoid embarrassment.
"Mrs. Rice's chief complaints are
attributed to the newspaper publicity
given to her arrest and the subsequent
court proceedings," the appellate court
said.
It quoted her as saying "the paper is
what destroyed me, because there are
so many people that read the paper that
want to believe everything they read."
In other decisions, the Court of
Appeals:
—Reversed a Henderson Circuit
Court conviction of third degree
burglary and theft by unlawful taking
against Goodsey Roberts.
It said the trial court mistakenly
admitted the confessions of
codefendants who did not testify. —
—Affirmed the conviction of Noble
Jackson Jr. by Hopkins Circuit Court
for the armed robbery of%be Ponderosa
Steakhouse in Madisonville. He was
sentenced to 15 years in prison.
Jackson contended his gun was
empty and therefore not a deadly
weapon under the penal code. The court
said it does not matter that the weapon
was unloaded.
Subcommittee Recommends Credit Life
Insurance Be Regulated By State Agency
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
That friendly fellow at the
bank or loan company who
sells you credit life insurance
may be charging
comparatively high rates.
That's the substance of a
legislative subcommittee's
finding, based on state
Insurance Department data,
which indicated credit life
\premiums cost up to 60 per
tent more than the equivalent




Thursday that credit life
insurance, now regulated by
the General Assembly, should
be handled by a state agency.
Credit life or health
insurance often is a
requirement for any loan
obtained from a bank or other
lending institution.
If the borrower dies, the
lender pays off the loan. If he
becomes ill, the lender
handles the payments until he
recovers. —
Rep. Buddy Adams, D-
Bowling Green, chairman of
the subcommittee on
insurance, gave an example of
the contrast in premium costs.
Bill Would Require Insurance
To Obtain Automobile Licenses
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
A bill requiring motorists to
have insurance before they
can get car licenses once
again will be winding its way
through the General
Assembly.
But this time, the chances of
passage may be better.
The Interim Banking and
Insurance Committee
approved a new measure
Thursday.
It differs from previous
versions which failed in the
legislature in that it is simpler
and would require less
paperwork, according to Sen.
Tom Easterly, D-Frankfort,
the sponsor.
The essence of the bill,
Easterly said, is: "No
insurance, no license."
There were no votes against
the measure, which will be
prefiled and have to go
through the same committee
process in the 1978 session.
"I don't think we're being
fair to our constituents unless
we take this up in the next
session instead of messing
around with it another two
years," said Rep. Mary :Ann
Tobin, D-Irvington.
And Rep. Herbert Beskins,
D-Pikeville, said if the bill is
passed it eventually might
lead to lower automobile
insurance rates.
The heart of the proposed
measure is in the second
section which says:
STOCK MARKET
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the ledger &
Times by First of Michigan, Corp , of
Murray, are as follows:
Heublein14.  2342unc
McDonalds Corp  48% unc
Ponderosa Systems , 11Ni 4-44
Kimberly Clark —  45%
Union Carbide 46% -Ait
W.R. Grace 36%
Texaco  28
General Elec 54% ,4











Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
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registration and title shall
contain a space where the
owner or registrant shall list
the, name of the insurance
company or the name of the
agent of the company
issuing the auto liability
policy."
A previous bill promoted by
Easterly would have required
the motorist to bring the
insurance policy with him as
proof.
Rep. James Bruce, D-
Hopkinsville, the committee
chairman, said county clerks
ariound the state had objected
to the exhibit of proof. "I think
this will take care of it," he
added.
An estimated 30 to 45 per
cent of Kentucky drivers have
no insurance which would
protect others in event of
collisions or injuries.
1 If the water and weather
look fine, it is safe to take a
swim alone?
Ei True ": False
2 Carbon monoxide is a
problem killer only in the
winter when the furnace is
running, etc., never in the
summer',
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Accounts of the incident from store
employes and the Rices conflicted
sharply.
Some makeup, lipstick and cologne
allegedly were taken without payment.
The ruling broke no new ground on
the Kentucky shoplifting law, but the
Court of Appeals commented:
"We conclude that a merchant's
limited privilege to recover goods
believed to have been stolen also
includes the privilege to detain the
person for the time necessary to make a
reasonable investigation of the facts."
The appellate judges took issue with
the trial judge's instructions to the jury,
saying they were prejudicially
erroneous.
Kentucky's new no-fault law
has a provision for mandatory
insurance, but state officials
said this has not drastically
reduced the number of•
uninsured vehicles.
Although Easterly's bill was
unsuccessful in 1976, one part
of it was enacted into law.
That provides for penalties
of $50 to $500 for a motorist
caught without insurance —
which usually occurs after a
traffic accident investigated
by police.
Easterly said his new
version is not too cumbersome
for county clerks and gives
them 25 cents as a fee for the
bother.
Easterly pointed out that
while no-fault insurance,
which 98 per cent of Kentucky
motorists have, covers
personal injuries and lost
wages, it does not cover
property damage or liability
for injuries to others.
There was some discussion
by legislators about possible
loopholes.
For example, a motorist
could obtain insurance and
then drop it after getting a
license or simply lie about
having insurance.
Easterly said most drivers
would be honest about the
matter, and that perjury laws
would handle the liars._
He said a 43-year-old man
obtaining a $1,000 loan pays
$15 a year in premiums for
credit life, when his cost for
$1,000 in ordinary life
insurance would be only $6.89.
Furthermore, Adams said,
no examination is required to
obtain a salesman's license,
and many employes in a
lending agency sell such
coverage without a license.
The subcommittee
recommended making the
sale or solicitation of credit
life contingent on an
examination and license.
It also called for repeal of
the maximum premium rate,
with transfer of responsibility
from the legislature to the new
Kentucky Insurance
Regulatory Board, which
handles most other rate cases.
Credit life is the only type of
insurance where rates are
regulated by the legislature
Adams said.
He told colleagues on the
banking and insurance that
specific legislative proposals
for 1978 await discussions with




which would give the state fire
marshal's office more general
authority.
It said statutes should be
amended to transfer
jurisdiction over electric
inspectors from the Public
Service Commission to the fire
marshal's office.
It said state police should be
required to report to the fire
marshal's office the cause of
any fire that is investigated
for arson.
The subcommittee said the
fire marshal should have
citation powers to enforce fire
regulations.
"The dog warden has
citation power, but the fire
marshal doesn't," Adams
said.
Rep. Bruce Blythe, R-
Louisville, chairman of the
subcommittee on banking,
said state authorities have
recommended tightening the
law to cope with organized
crime activities.
• He said securities director
Jack Bunnell, "in a legally
closed meeting," brought his
subcommittee up to date on
such activities—especially
illegal dealings in stocks and
securities linked with the coal




Building 171110 with air conditioner end heat focolnies
Located in Murray s most unique Shopping Center,








Dust & Mud OR Pavement
WHY?
Did the City Council, on February 10th, 1977, vote not to accept a
proposal from the State Highway Department to send approx. $350,000.00
to pave, curb and gutter, and place sidewalks and street lights on Glen-
dale Road from 121 to 641.
FOR ANSWERS
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